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2ABSQyMCT .
This thesis presents part of the syntax of Hausa 
within the framework of Transformational Generative 
Grammar, the specific area investigated being various 
aspects of nominalisation*.
After a theoretical introduction chafer 1 gives an 
analysis of the Hausa complement system in terms of 
embedding a sentence within an NP.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 analyse in some detail 
four different kinds of nominalisation and present 
evidence in support of Chomskyfs lexicalist hypothesis 
i*e, that at least some such nominals should be entered 
directly in the lexicon rather than be transformationally 
derived from1 underlying sentence's*
There follow three appendices: one summarising and 
exemplifying the phrase structure rules presupposed in 
the preceding analysis; one giving a selection of the 
main transformational rules discussed; one listing a 
representative sample of verbs with their different 
complementation possibility
The thesis closes with a bibliography of references 
cited*
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5INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of nominalisation has been freqiently
looked into within the framework of Transformational
(1 ) (2)
Generative Grammar v ' since Chomsky (1957) ;cited the
relationship of the ambiguous phrase ’’the shooting of the 
hunters” to either of the two sentences:
’’The hunters shoot X” or 
”X shtoot the hunters” 
as evidence in favour of a transformational approach 
to syntactic analysis. ’’Hunters” can be understood as 
the subject of the verb as ’’lions” is in "the growling 
of lions” or as the object of the verb as ’’flowers” is
in ’’the raising of flowers”. This ambiguity cannot be
adequately explained on the level of phrase structure 
or Immediate Constituent Analysis because all these 
phrases are represented (at PS level or ICA) as ’’the- 
V *t ing - of- NP”. But we can adequately explain the 
ambiguity transformationally. To account for the, 
interpretation atf ’’the shooting of the hunters” analogous
(1) Some knowledge of the elements of Transformational 
Generative Grammar as in Syntactic Structures and
Aspects of. the Theory of Syntax by N.Chomsky is
presupposed j
(2) Ntam Chomsky: Syntactic Structures-.
6
ft at <=>f
to^’the growling of lions11, we can set up a transformation 
which rewrites any sentences of the form (NP - V)s as 
(the - V ^ ing -of - NP)^p ; and to account for the 
interpretation of”the shooting of the hunters5’ analogous
/*at of
toj ’’the raising of flowers” we can set up a transformation 
which rewrites sentences of the form (NP^ - V - ^ 2)0; as
(the - ¥ - ing of - M ^ p p *  Thus the first transformation 
will, rewrite the sentences ’’the hunters shoot” and ’’the 
lions growl” as ’’the shooting of the hunters” and ’’the 
growling of lions” respectively and the second transfor­
mation will transform ”X shoot the hunters” and ”X raise 
flowers” to ’’the shooting of the hunters” and ’’the raising 
of flowers” respectively.
The origin of the ambiguity in ’’the shooting of the 
hunters” is the fact that the relation of ’’hunters” to 
’’shhot” differs in the two underlying sentences. We do 
not have this kind of ambiguity in the growling of lions” 
or ’’the raising of flowers” because neither ”X growls the 
lidns” nor ’’flowers raise X” is a grammatical sentence in 
English.
Le'es v J extended this form of transformational 
analysis in his treatment of English nominalisations 
and assumed that action nominals such as the underlined! 
words in 1 and 2 below:
(1) Lees : Grammar of English Nominalisations (1960).
71 i The committee.18 appointment of John*
2f (Che comniittee*B objection to John*
and agentive nominals such as the underlined nominals in 
3 *» 6 j
3f He is the seller of the car*
4, He is the salesman,
5, He is the cooker of the meat,
6o He is tHe cook,
are derived transformationally from "the committee 
a p p o i n t s  John", "the committe objects to John", "he sold 
the car", " ihe sells oars", etof, etc.,
(j)
Further, Rosenbaum' ' extended this transformational 
analysis to complement structures of the type exemplified by:
7 , John condescended to go,
8, John wants to go,
9, John forced Mary to kiss him,
10, IteNsJ&gr Ik
XoVma WvAX ^ aJ\ ^ t^ood
etc. where thesentence is embedded as either part of the 
VP or the NP*
Since these extensions of the theory were made various
modifications have been suggestedf Firstly the existence
(2 )of the VP complements' ' has been called into question 
and secondly the validity of a transformational analysis 
for nominals of the kind Lees deals with has been put 
into doubt,
(1) Rosenbaum : Grammar of English Predicate Complement 
constructions(1967). (2) cf Rosenbaum op cit introduction.
8This thesis has two aims : to producea a theoretically 
rigojirous description of a small part of the grammar of 
Hausa; to cast light on the two theoretical problems 
mentioned above.
The first chapter ‘an account of the complement
system in Hausa and in as much as there is no motivation 
for setting up a VP complement'; of any kind provide 
negative evidence for restricting complementation t-o 
the NP,
The remaining chapters describe the various nominals 
in Hausa and provide direct evidence for the socalled 
"lexicalist hypothesis". But to understand this it is
necessary to review what is meant by this term.
(1 )Chomsky (1967) challenges Lees’ assumption
and puts forward another hypothesis for the formation 
of nominals. The main difference between Chomsky’s 
position and Lees’ is in the treatment of the derived 
nominals (e.g. proof cf P below). Thereis no contro­
versy over the gerundive nominal (e.g. proving) - both 
Chomsky and Lees agree that the latter is transformationally 
derived from a base sentential form.
(4$ Chomsky : Remarks ron Nm-ilnalisati;op; Readings- in
English Transformational Grammar (1970) edited by
: tne . ri*:c,
Jacobs andTHosenbaum,
Chomsky’s position is that transformations are not
the appropriate mechanism for getting the derived nominal.
He suggested that the derived nominal . be entered
directly in the lexicon with its own idiosyncratic 
(1 )features. His three main reasons for differentiating 
between the derived nominal and the gerundive are based 
on the three differences between the two as regards:
(1) their respective productivity (2) the semantic 
relation of the nominal to the underlying verb and (3) 
the internal structure of the whole NP. Specifically, 
the gerundive nominal can be formed freely from 
sentences and the semantic relationship between the 
preposition and the- gerundive nominal is also regular.
The gerundive nominal does not appear to have the 
internal structure of a noun phrase.
The derived nominal however, is quite different 
from the gerundive in ail these respexts. There are 
far more restrictions on the formation of derived 
nominals thah there- are on the formation of gerundive 
nominals. For example-, we can have the gerundive
(1) We must remember that during Lees’ time the
theory of T.G-.G-. had not developed sufficiently 
to offer any alternative to a transformational 
derivation for both types of nominalization because 
there was no explici theory of the lexicon.
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cnstructions of 12 from 11 but not 13 :
11. (a) John is easy to please.
(t>) John is certain to win the prize.
(c) John amused the children with his stories.
12. (a) JohnTs being easy to please.
(b) Johhs being certain to win the prize.
( O  John!s amusing the children with his stoiies.
13* (a) *John’s easiness to please.
(b) ^John’s certainty to win the prize.
(c) ^John’s amusement of the children with
his stories.
There are however, some derived nominals that are 
superficially similar to the ones in 13 which pair 
with the gerundive nominal e.g. 14 versus 15 below:
14. (a) Jchn?s eagerness to please.
(b) John’s certainty that Bill will win the prize
(c)John’s amusement at the children’s antics.
15. (a) John’s being eager to please.
(b) Jchn's being certain that Bill will win ...
(c) J:hn’s being amused at the childrens antics„
the
We must eplair. why/examples of 13 are ruled out although 
those t)f -T4° a r e ' w ^ d T.
(1) Chomsky : Remarks on Nominalisation op cit„
11
Regarding semantic regularity, the derived nominal*s 
relation to the base form is not regular in the same 
way as the semantic relation of the gerundive nominal 
to the base form is, The derived nominal has its own 
idiosyncratic features in addition to the basic semantic 
features it shares with the base form (verb), Take for 
example such nominals as belief, doubt.r conversion. 
permutprcicn. activities . s n c- c i f 1 c. a t j. o n s . etc, etc, with 
theirr varied semantic relation to the verbs„ If we were 
to accomodate these facts transformationally we would 
have to assign a range of meaning to the base form and 
say that with certain semantic features it nominalized 
and with others it dees notc And this will then grossly 
affect the hypothesis that transformations do not affec 
meaning.
The third major difference cited by Chomsky between 
the nominals is that only the derived nominal has the 
structure of a noun phrase. Thus we can say "the proof 
of the theorem** but not "the proving the theorem55; or 
we^  can qualify the derived nominal with an adjective 
like any noun phrase e.g t! John5 s unmotivated criticism 
of the book- but not 51 John?s unmotivated criticizing 
the book”., The derived nominal van pluralize but the 
gerundive nominal cannot e,g 55John?s three proofs of
cr
1 2
the theo?_*om’: but not "John’s three proofings the theorem1 
On the other hand only the gerundive nominal can take 
aspect : "John's having proved the theorem5' to which 
there is no analogous construction containing a derived 
nominalP
It is because of these contrasts between the two
types of nominal that Chomsky treats them differently*
He adopts the transformationalist position with the
gerundive nominal which can be produced freely from
propositions and maintains a close semantic relation
with the base form and, moreover, retains the internal
structure of a sentence rather than of a noun phrase*,
and he adopts the lexicalist position with regard to
the derived nominal whose idiosyncrasies can be
explained more appropriately in the lexicon than they
(1)can transformationally* '
Evidence comparable to that which Chomsky adduces 
for English will be brought forward for Hausa*
(1) cf Aspects (Pe87~) :t all properties of a 
formative that are essentially idiosyncratic will be
specified in the lexicon”, cf his footnote 16 : :sRecall 
BloomfieldSs characterization of a lexicon as the list
of basic irregularities of a language (Bloomfield 1913
P.271). The "•ame point is made by Sweet (1913 P.31) who 
holds that 5:grammar deals with general facts of languag
lexicon with the special facts,”5’
13
CHAPTER 1 .
NP COMPLEMENTATION
The object of sentence 16 below is a simple NJ3, 
Now if we compare 16 with sentences 17 - 20 it will 
be clear that what follows the verb in 17 - 20 is 
also a hind of object and as such may also be analysed 
as a kind :f NP :
, - / ' / '■*» t \ ». y v^
”! 6 o Audu ya naa son laabaarin
Audu likes the stcry
17* Audu ya naa sqii rubuutun wasiikaa
Audu likes letter-writing.
. .. ... vC / \ / ' ' x s
18., Audu ya naa sen rubuuta wasiikaa
Audu likes writing letters.
- .. , V N (1) . . - ------
19, Audu ya naa so(n) ya rubuuta wasiikaa
w
Audu wants to write a letter
N N  ( 2 )
y f . v v ' y y y V
sanvn) ceewaa Garba yi
y \\
20„ Audu yaa vii aa rubuuta wasiikaa 
Audu knows that Garba has written a letter
(1 ) Some verbal nouns such as soo take the genitive 
link yn when they are followed by a non-sentential object 
ice a common noun like liaabaarii story, a verbal noun 
Q 0gc kaamaawae. "returning”? or a pronoun. But the genitive 
link is optional with such verbal nouns when they are 
follwed by a sentential object,
Examples of non-•sentential objects:
Audu ya naia& son laabaarin Audu likes the story
f-* (I) UTK^t . tfK P* ,(± '
1 ■- fyy (I) fa P. f ^  •’* * "
14
The •bjects of sentences 1 7 - 2 0  q,re special kinds
of NP which have certain characteristics which make
them different from the simple NP object of 16: the
objects of sentences 1 7 - 1 8  are nominals derived from
a verb with which they still bear a close semantic
relationship while the objects of sentences 19 dnd 20
consist of complete sentences. The items occurring as
objects in sentences 1 7 - 2 0  are various instances of
nominalisation in Hausa,
I shall assign the following simplified deep
structures to sentences 16 - 20; cf. Appendix A. for the 
P.S. rules presupposed.
(1) cont.
ya naa son koomaawaa - he wants returning
ya naa son sa - he likes him/it.
The first person singular pronoun is the only odd 
pronoun in this respect ; instead of ya naa son na we 
get ya naa soo naa ” he likes me'b Note also that this 
pronoun differs from the other object pronouns in its 
tone and vowel length - all the other pronouns have 
a short vowel and a low tone while the first person 
singular pronoun has a long vowel and a high tone.
(2) The verb sanii s:to know" drops its final vowel 
-ii obligatorily with non-sentential objects optionally
with sentential objects e.g.; yaa san shi he knows hfaim, 
yaa san(ii) ceewaa ya naa zuwaa - he knows that he is coming.
15
1 .
S
NP
AUX
Audu ya naa soo
yp
v NP
laabaarin
cf examole 16
2,
NP
Audlu
Prod
ya naai
soo
rubuudbuu.
] was'iiiraa PP
'• ta ilaa Prop NP
(this structure will bo suhipot m r • + • • . rubuutuu
.* t0 1 "^enitivization cf P )
16
3.
NP
AUX
Audu
Pred
ya naa ;
soo
NP Pred
Audu
ya naa
rubuuta
wasiifcaa
cf example 19.
17
•'x.
NP Pred
AUX
Audu
ya naa
V NP
soo
Audu
AUX
VP
ya naa
V
rubuuta
NP
wasiikaa 
cf example 19,
5. S 18
NP
yp
AUX
NP
yaa
sanii
Garba yaa jrubuuta wasiikaa
cf example 20
The two types of nominalisation exemplified 
in 19 tod 20, are both instances of noun phrase 
complementation. I shall call them Subjunctive 
Complement and Ceewaa - Complement respectively.My 
object in this section is to try to show the necessity 
for rewriting an NJ as an S in Hausa (and to show 
further that VP complemetation does not exist in Hausa).
Ceewaa-Complement:
Ceewaa,^complements, like most nouns in Hausa 
can function as:
( a), objects of one-object verbs e.g.
21. Audu yaa san(ii) ceewaa Garba yaa koomoo 
Audu knows that Garba has returned
19
22. Audu yaa sah maganar 
Audu knows the story
(b) as second objects of a two-object verb e.g.
23. Audu yaa sanar da nii ceewaa Garba yaa koomoo 
Audu informed me that Garba has returned
y \  ^y j ,
24 24. Audu yaa sanar da nii maganar
Audu told me the story
(c) as subjects e.g.
23. Ceewaa Audu yaa daawoo yaa baa ni maamaakii 
That Audu has returned has surprised me
26. laabaarin yaa baa ni maamaakii 
the story has surprised me
There is also a number of patterns of behaviour 
which are characteristic of other NPfs which are also 
found with ceewaa-complements e.g.
They can take the -'anaphoric or referential an/-r 
or din e.g.
s v <v _ / ^ v . > N  ^ ^
27. ceewaa zaa su gayaa wa sarki -n/din bai damee ni ba 
the fact that they are going to tell the king
does not worry me
20
They can he modified hy relative clauses e.g.
28. ceewaa zaa su gayaa wa sarkii din da ka yi
bai daamee ni ba 
the fact that they are going to tell the king 
as you have- said does not worry me.
The ane.phoric particle in 27 and 28 may seem to
qualify only the simple noun which they immediately 
follow (i.e sarkii ”the king'5) but what they actually 
qualify is the whole embedded sentence i.e the ceewaa 
complement itself. This can be justified by example 
29 below where the noun sharif aa”administering of 
J u s t i c e t o  which the is suffixed is feminine and
feminine nouns in Hausa normally take the anaphoric
-r and not the -n :
(1) The anaphoric -n/-r is generally used wiirh both 
nouns and sentential NP!s e.g. 
yaaro-n "the boy”
ceewaa Audu yaa koomo-n 51 the fact that Audu
has returned” 
din is mainly used with sentential NP’s and with 
foreign words or native w-ordswith unusual phonological 
forms e.g.i
ceewaa Audu yaa koomoo din. 
pensur din - "the pencil”
21
29. ceewaa saraakunaa sun daina shari!a-n baa kyau 
that the kings have stopped administering justice
is not good
Here, the anaphoric -n is used instead of the -r which 
goes with feminine nouns. Therefore it must be qualifying 
the whole complement sentence and not the feminine noun 
shari'aa alone.
Further, the anaphoric particles are suffmxed to 
nominals only. They do not qualify verbs as such but 
in 30 below we find cCin/-n suffixed apparently to a verb:
✓ \ /• // / * / r ' '■ . V ^ v V
30. ceewaa sooja sun zoo-n/cLin 'ai baa !abin murnaa ba nee 
that the soldiers have arrived'is nbt gebd news.
The -n/cCin, although actually suffixed to a verb here, 
is in reality qualifying the whole of the embedded
sentence which is a rewrite of an NP.
Ceewaa-complements can be linked to a preceding NP
by the genitive link e.g.
31. laabaari-n (ceewaa) saraakunaa. sun daina
shari1a yaa zoo mana 
the news that the kings have stopped administering
justice has come to us.
22
They can be preceded by prepositions e.g
32.dagah ceewaa sooja sun kaama mulkii sai
/ // // X -> " V. /^-
tala&kaawaa su ka taa da booree 
as soon as the army seized power the people
started to revolt.
They can be co-ordinated with other nouns e.g.:
ts '' x'x ' ' ( ’] ) °  X /
33. yaa san laabaarin da kumav J ceewaa mai ddacCii nee
he knows the story and the f°ct that it is good news.
All these examples clearly justify the introduction 
of S as a rewrite of an NP in hausa.
I shall now discuss the structure of the ceewaa- 
complement and show how it is embedded into the matrix 
sentence.
(1) In Hausa da (kuma) nandu, fiwith15 is used as a link 
between nominals and adverbs but not between verbs 
or clauses e.g.:
Audu da Garba Audu and Garba
zuwaa da (kuma) koomoowaa 
going and returning.
but not:
* Audu yaa tafi da (kuma) Garba yaa koomoo
Audu has gone and Garba has returned
kuma ?’and,J is used as a link between sentences only e.g
Audu yaa tafi Garba kuma yaa koomoo 
Audu has gone and Garba nas returned
23
The complement sentence is embedded directly into 
the matrix sentence by PS rule. The complementizer 
ceewaa is later introduced transformationally(cf P. Si). 
When the ccqgoLementizer is introduced the relationship 
between it and the embedded sentence is either 
appositional or genitivalP ^ 
appositional occurrence:
34. su naa ’iimaanii da ceewaa duk bakii biaayan
/ ■ /  ■> /  ^  S  S  >. N  -V y- S  ^  >•' ■'
yaa, mutu zai saake taashii :a wani wurii cikin
s ' ' s
kasar- Habasha
they believe that every blackman will rise 
after death in a certain place in Ethiopia.
r
genitival ocdu^ence:-
/ /  /  , v \ \  /  ' / /  / / / /  / '  ' /
33. Tan baa da rahootoo ceewa-r soojoojin fyan
/ V S. y y \\ ^ ''  ^ \ / / ‘N ■>  ^ * V
mulkin mallakaa na Amirka sun shiga Kambodiya 
it was reported that the imperialist 
American troops have entered Cambodia,
Similarly, when the main verb of the matrix sentence
is a phrasal verb" which is in reality the verb yi "to do”
(1) The genitival occurrence is very rare with most 
of the Hausa speakers I have come into contact with 
here in London. I, moreover, do not use the genitive 
in this way in my idiolect at all.
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followed by a dynamic-noun object; or when the ceewa 
complement occurs as a senond NP modifying another 
preceding NP in constructions of the form V NP-j NP2
where NP9 dominates a sentence which is preceded 
by ceewaa, the relationship between the complementizer 
and the dynamic noun is either appositional or genitival 
appositional relationship between the dynamic noun and 
the complementizer
' w y  s v . / SS s ' -  \ s -s x.
36. naa. yi tsanmaami (ceewaa) ya naa zuwaa
lexical items (except the -n which is not present in 38)
I do thinking that he is come
I thought he was coming.
genitival relationship with dynamic noun:
37. naa yi tsammaani-n(ceewaaa)ya naa zuwaa 
I thought he was coming
appositional with first NP:
• / VS. vN  ^' f S
38. T an saami 1aabaar i i c e ewaa 
one get news
 / / - v
i soojan Amirka 
soldiers
/ / ~ 
sun shiga Xambodiya
they enter Cambodia
genitival relationship with first NP:
38 * * an saami laabaari-n ceew
.A m i r k ; •, u un sh i g a  K 1 imh0 d i y a
and
Sentences 38 and 39 are synonymous/can contain the same
25
They must therefore have the same deep structure: sentence 
39 is derived from 38 by genitive link deletion:
•T-G-enitive Link Deletion
# T •
J.
SD X N ' GL ( S' Y
1 2 3 4 5 SC: 1, 2, 0, 4, 5.
condition: N must have the feature plus dynamic. This
condition will cover the restriction for both 
the phrasal verb and also a noun modified by 
a ceewaa complement.
(1 )The Complementizer ■'ceewaa11: '
Ceewaa is the only complementizer in Itausa which 
has overt morphological shape.
The IIciusci uquivfu ouIs of the wh— complementizers of 
English are nouns of place, manner, time etc., modified 
by relative clauses„ For example the Hausa for the following 
English sentences i&w;-
(1) The grammatical status of ceewaa is not very clear.
It has an etymologica.1 relation with the verb cee 
"to say"; in fact it has the same phonological form as 
the verbal noun of the verb but their syntactic 
functions are different. Although we do not get 
ceewaa ceewaa, 1**}* we get ceewaa following immediately 
after the verbal nouns of verbs which have the same 
meaning as cee:
ya naa facCaa ceewaa S 
he is say that
26
40. Tell me when he crnne
41. I know where he went
42. I know what you know
43. I understand how it is done
are s
V y y ,■ - v ' ' ^
43. gayaa mi ni looxacin da ya zoo
tell to me time which he come
/ ✓ / / ✓ y V \ y V. ^
44. naa san wuri-n da ya tafi
place go
a 5 *'■ y ' v v y y vN
'# naa san ?abi-n da ka sanii
thing you
yy \ . *>• y v>. ' \
46. naa gaanee yad da Ta kee yin sa 
see how one is do it
It is evident that * abi-n "the thing”, lookaci-n 
"the time" and wuri-n "the place" are just ordinary nouns 
followed by the referential -n. That complex words such 
as yadda/yanda "the way (how)" and Tinda "the place where' 
are- also compound words consisting of three grammatically 
distinct morphemes can also be proved in the following way* 
The three constituent morphemes of each of these wstx 
words are (1) a noun (2) a. referential particle and (3) a 
relativizer as shown in the following paradigm:
Noun Referential Particle Relo.tivizer
yaaya -n da
? inaa. -n da
% N \ x v • ► * \ ' N « v
yaaya - n - da yaayan da --> yanda > yadda "how"
27
The derivation is like this? First, one of the two va’ s is 
dropped^ leaving yan da and then the -n is assimilated to 
the following & giving yad da. The same process can be 
assumed for ’ inda(i.e. ’inaa - n - da ~ Jinda)v^inly 
that here the -n is not assimilated to the following da 
(cf foot note P ).
Now, if we compare these two complex words (yadda, ’inda) 
with other ordinary nouns such as raanaa ”dayl!, wani 
"a certain one’7 which behave almost exactly in the same 
way when modified by a relative clause we see the following 
patterns
raanaa - r - da •— > raana-r da — •> ran da 
the day which
wani - n - da — ;>wani-n da — >  wan da
51 a certain male wh-”
wata - r - da — >  wata-r da — ->var da wad da
” certain female wh-n
(l) When the first yaa is dropped the tone pattern of the 
complex word becomes high low yanda; but when the 
second is dropped leaving the yaa followed by the -n
the falling pattern is high-low-low yaanda. Both
forms are commonly used in most dialects.
(v ' ’ inda may be a direct borrowing from Arabic of the
Arabic preposition ’inda "where”.
28
Another reason for disallowing these nouns as comple­
mentizers is that they are always followed by a relative
clause and never by a general clause while the reverse is
a,
the case with ceewaa. Such^construction in Hausa is 
generated by the base rule?
(2)
NP ( N (Rcf^ )5 S )
while in English and Russian they are generated by the
(1)
rule which rewrites an NP just as can S
The presence of the complementizer is obligatory 
when the complement sentence is in initial position and 
is not modified by a relative clause e.g.
41. ceewaa Audu yaa daawoo gaskiyaa nee
he return true is 
that Audu has returned is true.
but not *'Audu yaa daawoo gaskiyaa ne.
Bui when the complement is in the initial position and is 
modified by a relaticve clause the presence of the comple­
mentizer is optional:
(1) Lees’ Grammar of English Nominalization (P.59);
Comrie’s Nominalizations in Russian, Dissertation for 
the Diploma in Linguistics, University of Cambridge, 
May, 1969. (2) cf foot note (1) on page 113
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. <■ V '/ . /s. /V •'/ // / v v ✓ * -• S', /,
48,(ceewaa) Audu yaa daawoo din da ka ji gaskiyaa nee
hear
that Audu has returned as yuu have heard is true.
The presence of the complementizer is obligatory also 
when the complement sentence is preceded by a preposition 
i.e when the sentence rewritten as an S is immediately 
dominated by a PP* e.g.
49. naa tabbataa da ceewaa Audu yaa daawoo gaskiyaa nee 
believe with
I believe that it is true that Audu has returned 
but 50 is ungrammatical:
V  y V f* V /  '> S* S, yy y S s.* \ \
50 ,*naa tabbataa. da Audu yaa. daawoo gaskiyaa nee 
However, the preposition can be deleted optiona,lly and 
when it is the complementizer may also be deleted together
with itc e.gc
• V  /S . / \ // v ' \ // „ // V / ' //
51- naa tabbataa (ceewaa) Audu yaa daawoo gaskiyaa nee 
I believe that it is true that Audu has returned.
The' complementizer is normally deleted when it is 
immediately followed by emphatic or doubt particles e.g.
.’ / N /' V **. S . S V S' . / // /v  ^ v \
52, yaa kamaata mu ga peewaa) lallai haka. cCin ba ta 
it behove.we see emph this not- it
faaru ba 
happen
we must see for certain that this does, not happen
53* yaa, gayaa wa *yan-jariiduu (ceewaa) wai jiharsa
say to . reporters . (doubt) his region
baa taa saamun taimakoo „ fisasshee- 
it get aide enough
he told reporters that his region w‘;as not getting
enough Cl ide.
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The presence cf such particles makes the deletion
of the complementizer almost (but not quite) obligatorj^
and as a result of this the pat tides themselves appear
to be the complementizers. But this is not true because
a.
the particles can be shifted to various places inside the 
sentence wiiere the complementizer cannot be shifted. For 
example 54 (a) -•(&:) are all grammatical:
54. (a) yaa kamaata mu ga lei.Lai haka din ba ta faru ba
(b) yaa kamaata mu ga haka cCin laj.lai ba ta faru ba
((;) yaa kamaata mu ga ha,ke cCin ba ta faru ba lallai
(d) yaa kamaata lallai mu ga haka (fin ba ta faru ba
all. meaning the same (cf example 52). But this is imposeib"1 
with ceewaa. Thus the following are all ungrammatical:
f V V // ' ' /  /  ^ •' -• \ / /  s .✓
55« (a)*-yaa kamaata mu ga haka cCin ceewaa ba ta faru ba
(b)*yaa kamaata mu ga haka chin ba ta faru ba ceewaa
(c)*yaa kamaata ceewaa mu ga haka cCin ba ta faru ba 
This is because the complementizer has one position
only in relation to the embedded sentence viz it always, 
immediately precedes the complement sentence and whenever 
the sentence is moved (by extrapostion) it takes the 
complementizer with it,
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N
Transformations required to produce the surface 
structures of sentences containing NP complements and 
sentential subjects:-'
1. t-compi.ehenti|er placement
SD: X ( 8  )j\jT> 1
1 2 3 SC: 1 ceewaa 2,3
This rule will introduce ceewaa before NP complements
and sentential subjects (cf examples 32, 33, 34).
1- EXTRAPOSITION
SD: X ( S )tTP Predicate Y
1 2 3 4 SC: 1, 0 3, 2, 4 .
Sentences 56 (a) - (b) are synonymous:
56. (a) ceeewaa' Audu ®ai- tafic.Ka.no mai yiwuwaa nee 
v that Audu will go to Kano is possiblej, \ •. ; iCil e,; •J'YS • ' ■ Vr~
(b) ' nainylwuwaa no (ceewaa) Audu sal tafi Kano,
(b) is derived from (a) through the application of T- 
Extrapositioi, which shifts sentential subjects to the 
right of predicates.
This transformation must be cyclic:
vV. - ■' • ss . V y ' S "
57- gaskiyaa nee mai--yiwuwaa neeAudu zai tafi Kano
possible will
it is true that it is possible that A will go to Kano
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58 will have the following simplified deep structure:
S1
NP Pred
gaskiyaa nee 
is true
Pred
Audu zai tafi Kano mai yiwuwaa nee
Audu will go to Kano is possible
There is no relevant rule applied in the cycle,
T-Extraposition must operate first on S2 which will 
shift to the right of the predicate of S2 whose derived 
structure will then be mai yiwuwaa nee Audu zai tafi Kano 
!!it is possible that Audu will go to Kano". Secondly the 
whole of So is then extraposed to the right of the predicate 
of S^  whose derived structure after the application of 
the transformation will be:
33
Pred NP
gaskiyaa nee 
it is true
NP*Pred
mai yiwuwaa nee 
it is possible
*: Xv *. a1 Audu zai tafi K 
Audu will go to Kano.
This transformation is obligatory with certain verbs 
e.g. zamana !lto happen", kyautu “to be good/better;;, 
yiwu 5 to be possible^ etc., etc., eg.
58. finaa so(n) ya zamana kun shiryaa kaafin na daawoo
happen you ready before I 
I want you to be ready before I return.
but not:
59. 1 inaa so(n) kun shiryaa ya zamana kafin na daawoo
The simplified deep structure for 58 can be c -.av'ao4- 
characterized by the following tree diagram:
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S
Pred
! PRO
m i
I
AUX ¥P
inaa
¥
soo
wan*
NP
Time
kaafin na daawoo 
before I return
/
NP
a
Pred
kun shiryaaV
you are ready
ya zamana 
it happen
With most verbs, however, both the extraposed and 
the non-extraposed versions are acceptable thougl the
former is always far more acceptable, For example 60
and 61 are both acceptable, but 61 is generally more
acceptable than 60:
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60, ceewaa Audu zai tc.fi Kano gaskiyaa nee 
that Audu is going to Kanoo is t/%/e
61« gaskiyaa nee ceewaa Audu zai tafi Kano 
it is true tha*c Audu is going to Kano.
5 . T;_ Pr epi Lelejbi.on
SD" X da ( ceewaa 
1 2 3
SC? 1 0 3
The preposition da ?}witht: in 
are normally followed; by the 
deleted optionally?
62. (a) naa tabbataa dja ceewaa Audu zai tafi Kano - s *
(b) naa tabbataa (ceewaa) Audu zai tafi Kano 
I believe that Audu is going to Kano.
4. T- Comp Delotion
Sbs X (Y ceewaa ( S )]^ p)px*ed
1 2 3 4 ~ -> 5 C 1 ? 2? 0 4.
Conditions 2 must be immediately dominated by a
predicate phrase. This condition is necessary in order
to prevent the deletion of the complementizer in sentent
subjects and other initial positions.
q N. -\r
;NP “ 
4
4
V-prep (i.e verbs which 
preposition da) can be
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It seems that the complementizer also cannot be 
deleted with certain pfy&toQ&yi (dynamic nouns) which arc- 
modified by ceewaa-complement e.g. maamaakii "surprise" 
oruwonder;i, hushii anger” etc., etc .Thus (b) in
i H
ar e imgrammat i c al.
, , / - v V \ / , „ -* V
63 o (a) naa yi maamaahin ceewaa yaa tafi 
do, _ surprise 
(b)*naa yi maamaakin yaa tafi.
I am surprised that he has gone
64. (a) naa ,ji haushin ceewaa yaa tafi 
feel anger 
(b)''maa ji haushin 3raa tafi.
I am angry that he has gone.
There are other cases where the opposite is true ( i.e. 
where the complementizer is obligatorily deleted) with 
some individual verbs e,g-
63. (a) naa cCaulcaa goobe zai tafi 
as sume t omorr ow 
(b) -naa daukaa ceewaa goobe zai tafi.
I thought he was going tomorrow.
. / / \ ' / * ' ' V  /.' V X
65. (a) naa sataa shii dooloo nee
think he fool 
I thought he was a fool
(1)(b.) ‘-naa zataa ceewaa shii dooloo nee." '
(!) some speakers may accept (b) 63-66 as perfectly 
normal Rasa sentences but none will however, deny 
than ;a) is more natural than *vb) in all the examples
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The exceptional behaviour of such verbs (and nouns) 
will bo treated by the lexical selection features of the 
verbs. For example the noun hush .ii will be entered in 
the lexicon as.’
The operation of T^  .. T^ can be exemplified by the 
following simplified tree diagrams'
T~ Com_p_ Place _
gaskiyaa nee mai yiwuwaa ne Audu zai tafi K 
simplified SD:
•? N 
Comp 
-- Comp Del
and the verb zataa will be entered as:
v
t Comp 
j Comp Del
NP Pred
2S gaskiyaa nee 
is true
/
/
NP Pred
mar yiwuwaa nee 
^_is possible
Audu zai tafi Hano 
Audu will go to Kano
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Derived structure after Comp. Placement
Comp
ed
NP
gaskiyaa nee
0 )
Pred
mai yiwuwaa nee
Audu zai tafi Kano
The complementizer must he Chomsky-adjoined to the
complement sentence so that the complement sentence can
(1 )carry the complementizer with itv J whenever it is shifted 
by extraposition. If the complementizer were to be ‘sister- 
adjoined to the sentence, then it would not take the 
complementizer with it when it is extraposed and this 
would result in generating ungrammatical sentences like
67. ceewaa mai yiwuwaa nee Audu zai tafi Kano
&
(1) in accordance with Chomsky’s A/A principle, cf Chomsky 
(1962 P.931, and 1964 P. and Ross (1967) passim for a
^ A +  ni 1 o-r>-i + -i miQ__nf -hVt-i q  r>nnr>pnt.
SD
Comp
\
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S1
NP Pred
gaskiyaa nee 
Pred
3
S4
mai yiwuwaa nee
ceewaa Audu zai tafi Kano
SC: after T-Extraposition has operated on S2 and S1 cycles
Si
Pred
^  \
gaskiyaa nee
NP
S.
Pred NP
\
mai yiwuwaa nee ' \
\ Comp 
\
■ ceewaa.
& 4
Audu sai tafi Kano
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T-Comp Deletion
Perd
gaskiyaa nee
or]
Audu zai tafi Kano
SC
Pred
gaskiyaa nee
Audu zai tafi Kano
T-Prep Deletion 
SD: S
41
NP
PRO
i
nii
I
Pred
AUX
i
i
!
naa
VP
V
tabbataa 
believg^ep
da
with
PP
NP
C omp
Sc e ewaa 
that
Audu zai tafi Kano
SC Audu will go to K
NP
PRO
L- _.t
m i
P r o d
VP
AUX
‘PP
tabbataa ..
naa
NP
Audu zai tafi Kano
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The Subjunctive Complement;
The internal structure of the subjunctive complement 
is the same as that of the ceewaa-cmplement. There are 
howeverf two differences between the twos
(1) while eeewaa-complement is restricted to the non- 
subjunctive tenses the subjunctive complement has 
always the same tense which is the subjunctive tense, 
hence its name the subjunctive complement,
(2) ceewaa-complements allow the introduction of the 
complementizer ceewaaa while in most cases the 
subjunctive do not.
Verbs which permit the introduction of ceewaa with
(1 ) e &the subjunctive cmplement are very few in numberv 'e "*°
✓ O  ^  N /S // > * „ • y
68„yaa gayaa mu su (ceewaa) su cfaukaa tamkar suna gide-
to them they feel like they hom.
he told them to feel at home
/ / •v>', -N // v .N  ^ s • . S \
69. yaa gargacCee shi da (ceewaa) ya kulaa da kannensa 
warn him look after brothcrr
he warned him to look after his younger brothers
(1) There are clearly four possible claases of verbs 
defined in terms of their co-occurrence with either or 
both of the two complementizers (ceewaa and subjunctive), 
cf Appendix C for a partial listing of these four classes 
of verb.
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The tests used to justify ceewaa-complements as NP*s 
can also apply to subjunctive complements (cfP. 18 - 22) 
e.g. they can function,-, as object of a one-object verbs
70. ri naa so(n) n tafi want to gon
(cf 5i naa son kucCii ”1 want money”) 
as second objects of a two-object verbs
// // X \ •. V. X
71. naa rookee su su koomaa gidaa
beg
I begged them to return home
X V /V , / /
cfs (naa roofcee su kucCii - I begged them money)
The first object is the' pronoun su 5tthem” and the second 
the subjunctive clause su koomaa gidaa ''they return hCiuvh
All the transformations that operate on ceewaa- 
complement can also operate on the subjunctive complement. 
But T-Extraposition is always obligatory with subjunctive 
complements.
Parsons7 analysis of the subjunctive is inadequate 
(cf his Exercises on Tlorphophonemic Verb Classes, Ex.19! 
Verbs ... taking Subjunctive clauses as objects). He 
analyzed the subjunctive clause r,nu ?isa gariii? "(w$ ) to 
reach the town75' as the subject of the verb rage(e) 5ito 
leave/remain51 ? in the sentence:
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 ^y , v >■ / / V v / v ^
72. "yaa rage(c) mil biyu mu ’isa garii" 
leave mile two reach town
we have two miles left to reach the town
and as the complement of the noun sauraa (mil biyu) 
in the sentence:
' > '/  ^ S ' ,  V ^ //
73. sauraa mil biyu (nee) mu ’isa garii 
remainder
we have two miles left before we reach the town.
His analysis is basically correct with yaa ra.gc(e) i.e. 
the subjunctive clause is the subject but his xxxxp±±f±Exa. 
exemplification show clearly that he is wrong because he 
cannot account for the shift of the subjunctive clause to 
the right of the predicate.
The deep structure ho proposes for the sentence 
yaa. rage(e) mil biyu mu ’isa. garii is:
74. mil biyu sun ragc(e) mu ’isa garn
2 mile they remo.in we reenh town
Obviously the subject here is mil biyu " two miles" and
not mu 'isa garii (whichisthe object in this sentence)
(1 )because the pronoun pent of the auxiliary^ ' of the main 
sentence sun "they" agrees in number and gender with the
NP mil biyu and not with the subjunctive dense which is
i
a syntactic NP which cannot be pluralized as it has the
feature /•*- ABSTRACT! . Parsons example (mil biyu sun rage~
      &______________________
(1) cf base rule No.7.
4-2
mu fisa garii) is anyway, not an acceptable sentence of 
Kausa for me or for many native speakers I have checked with 
The correct structure's of Parsons’ examples are as 
exemplified in the.-’following diagrams; 
yaa rage(e) rail biyu mu ’isa garii.
SP S.1
NP Pred
AUX VP
yaa
mu 7isa gar11
NP
rag(e) 
remain
z_
mil biyu 
mile two
N
EXTRAPOSITION
M ! 
\/
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SC
Pred
/
/
AUX
yaa
UP
i
VP
mu ’isa, garii
NP
V
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( sauraa mil “biyu mu ’isa garii)
SDs
S1
NP
S2
/
/
mu '.isa g a m  
we reach, town
Complement
NP
S3
NP
sauraa
remainder
Pred
Cop
ne
i
Complement Cop
NP
neo
is
SA
N
\\
mil
mile
NP
iI Complement
i Adject:’.
mii
mile
i Cop
1—1 • >
 P* C_)
.
neei1 is
h iyu
two
o 
cc
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Pred
NP
Cot)omplcment
/X
NP
Hiii ’isa garii
Cop
ComplemenNP
Ad 3
biyumil nee neesauraa
T-EXTRAPOSIT
sc
NPt
sauraa
N
mil
Pred
Pred
Comp!
!
s
Ad 3 
biyu
S
Cop
nee
mu
Cop
nee
one ox* the two copulas is deleted by 
deletion rule and the other is delete 
transformation viz copula deletion. A 
the surface structure”
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NP
S
isa garii
equal identity 
d by a later 
fter this we ge
s auraa mi 1 biyu mu T i s a ga.*: i i
CHAPTER 2
DERIVKD, HOMINAWJLD JrERUNDTVS_NOMINAL
Tiic main theoretical a An of This section of my 
thesis is to analyse the various aspects of nominalisati 
in Hausa other than the complement system, and see which 
of the two.' positions (Chomsky:s lexicalist position on 
Lecs? and later linguists1 transformationalist position) 
it supportso
The study of nominalization is stil?i a virgin fichu 
in Hausa linguistics even within the framework of tradi- • 
tional linguistics r To ’:ho best of my knowledge nobody 
has done any large-scale treatment of this subject in 
Hausa at all„
For Hausa. I shall use the term •' NOMIN ALIS AT I ONt? in 
two discin c f ways ?
1 . to refer to such phrases as:-'
75.ka:eantn l.fttaafin “reading the book
76, daavroowar Audu :?Audu:s coming back57
77. karar.tun ja-iidruv
* / , , * ,J * \
78, rubuutun wasiikaa “letter-writing51
(i) e.g. LakeIf Ross and Chapin.
51
in the sentences:
r N X r / \ \ /V v //
79. karanta littaafin baa wuyaa
reading the book is not difficult
/ / S ' /  /  ' X  X /  V  ^  . <■ /'
80 e daawoowar Audu yanzu yaa baa ni maainaakii
• now give
Audu:s having come back now surprises me
81« karaatun jariidaa yanaa da amfaanii
newspaper is with usefulness 
newspaper reading is useful
X N V  X ^  S' O  ' /
82 c rubuutun wasiikaa !aikii nee mai saukii
letter job with easiness
letter-writing is an easy job
and (2) to refer to the transformations which relate 
these phrases to the structures underlying the sentences
, / s x * s r vV
83 * X yaa karanta littafin 
read book 
X read the book.
/  V  / / // /  /  N X  /
84- * Audu yaa. daawoo yanzu 
Audu has returned now
85 o : a naa -A in') karaatun - jar i id aaa 
one 'uo
one does newspaper-reading
_ _ / '■ ' , r ' . \\ ./ / x f S "S'x
86. 5a naa (yin) rubuutun-wasiikaa
one does letter-writing
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The main controversy over nominalisation (in Englishy 
hinges on the question whether the derived nominal is to 
he entered directly in the lexicon with its own idiosyn­
crasies or is to he derived transformationally from 
sentences containing the corresponding verh which alone: 
would occur in the lexicon„ Accordingly it is logical 
for me to hegin my teatment of Hausa nominalization hy 
investigating whether we have derived nominals in Hausa 
distinct from gerundive nominal-s« Therefore my first 
concern in this section will he to try to show that in 
Hausa there are two grammatically distinct ty^fpos 03? 
verbal noun corresponding to the derived nominal and 
the gerundive nominal of English„
A great deal has been written on ’^verbal nouns: by
(1 )various Hausa. students r R - C ,Abrahamv ' for example; 
divides the verbal nouns in Hausa into two ; (1) primary 
verbal nouns c.g harpnt aawaa {,readingfS rubuutaawaa 
“writing" kusheewaa hilling; and (2) secondary verbal
.. . • e. > s>. x v.v
nouns e.g haraatuu “nriding” , rubuutuu “writing", kisau 
"killing " c
(1) The language of the Hausa People; Government 
Printers, ICaduna (1959)
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(1)
E.W.Parsonsv J also divides them into two - strong and
weak. His v/eak verbal noun ccrrrespond to Abrahams primary
(2 )and his strong to Abraham's secondary. G.T.Hodge'however, 
considers only Abraham's secondary (Parsons' strong) as 
verbal nouns.Hodge considers the verbal noun of the 
unchanging verb (i.e Parsons7 weak verbal noun) as a verb 
form which, according to him is to be treated in the 
syntax "as regards its nominal function'5
In the traditional approaches to Hausa linguistics 
the nominals in tha third column below are analyzed as 
strong or secondary verbal nouns of the corresponding 
verbs in the first columns
VERB GERUNDIVE NOMINAL J; DERIVED NOMINAL
kashe 'to kill" kashe(ewaa) kisaa
ft-e era •'to make"
.* / v / / 
keera(awaa)
s / > \ 
Priiraa
karanta "to read"
/ r \ • - / .■'
karanta(awaa)
\ v
karaatuu
/ * *. \ 
rubuuta "to write" rubuuta(awaa) rnbuutuu
V
gina "build" gma(awaa)
✓ *'X
ginii
rina "to dye"
1 '* /X ' / V
nna(avaa)
\v'
rinii
(1) The Verbal System in Hausa. Afr. u. Ubersec, 44, 1, 196u
(2) An Outline of Hausa Grammar. Language Monograph, 4'< . \'
(3) I use these terms only as labels at this stage. The 
justification for their analysis as such will be given 
in the course of this chapter.
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What has formerly led people to classify the derived 
nominal as equivalent to the gerundive is the fact that 
derived nominals are in some respects similar to the g ^ u  
gerundives e.g they both have verbal root and can occur 
in progressive construction as in 87°
87 .
/ V / x V X X s X ✓ S v ■ ' ( 1 )
(a) Audu ya naa kashe maciitjiiv '
kill snake
/ v ✓’ ' ■ 'N / \ X / NV“ "V i ^
(b )Audu ya naa kisa-m maciijii  ^ '
Audu is killing a snake
and in constructions such as QQt
f x / x ✓ ‘v" " f / XV /V
88. (a) kashe maciijii Audu ya kee yii
X V  ' ^  /  V  ✓  XX ✓ V
(b) kisa-m maciijii Audu ya. kee yii
killing the snake Audu was doing
.and in nominalizations such as t
/  V ✓’ v  V '  ' '  x
89. (a) kashe maciiji-n Audu
Audurs killing the snake
. . ^  \ \ y  X N  /  / / X
(b) kis.amm maciiji-n Audu
Audu’s killing of the snake
(1) Here the form of the derived nominal (kisam) differs 
from its original form (kisaa) as shown in column 3 by 
virtue of the genitive -n which links it to its object 
(cf PifS). The long final vowel characteristic of Hausa 
common nouns becomes short in the nomcn regens before the 
genitive -n/’-r, and the -n/-r is normally assimilated to 
the first consonant of the nomen rectum e.g . 
sarkii 15 a king”—  sarki-n Masar —  sarki-m Masari;the king 
’of Egypt? sarauniyaa a queen” - sarauniya-r Kajioo — - 
sarauniya-k Kano - ”thA queen of Kano5’ i  re
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There is however, an important semantic difference 
between the two types of nominal,viz those in construction
(a) denote just a fact while the ones in (b) denote an 
action with the additional feature of either|^Occupation) 
orj-pHABITj or both. ' ^ ;
If we took the nominals in (b) to be gerundive like 
the ones in (a) we would then be assuming that constructions 
90 and 91 could be transformationally derived from the 
same source:
90. karanta littaafi-n Audu
Audu?s reading/having read the book
\ / / s / / v \
91. karaatunn littaafi-n Audu 
Audu1s reading of the book
which is not true. The source of 90 is the same as the 
structure which underlies 92 :
✓ S N V S  ,S ' " •
92. Audu yaa karanta littaafil 
Audu read a book
whereas cannot be correctly derived from any underlying 
ssourceat all. 91 is in fact a simple genitive construction
(1) The nominals in (a) correspond to Lees’ second nominal 
i.e his gerundive nominal (lees 1960 P.54) and those 
in 5b) correspond to his first nominal i.e the action 
nominal (Lees 1960 P.56) e.g.
(a) karanta. littafin reading the book
(b) karaatu-n littaafin the reading of the book
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of the same structure as 93, 94, 95 (i.e a lexical noun 
modified by a genitive).
lake
v s >• / \
95. riiga-r Audu ”Audu?s shirt”
shirt
In support of this claim it can be observed that a number 
of transformations which operate on genitive constructions 
such as 93 - 95 can also operate on nominal constructions 
like 91. For example when the complement of a copula- 
sent ence contains a genitive the copula nee/cee can 
come in between the head noun and the genitive (cf96-98) 
In the same way adjectives qualifying the genitive-NP 
which normally come at the end of the whole NP (i.e head 
noun plus genitive), can also occur in between the head
a  , N
noun and the genitive for emphasis (cf examples 99,100)
All these transformations operate freely on the derived 
nominal and its genitive:
copula occurring in between the head noun and the genitive
93. dooki-n sarkii "thtf king’s horse” 
horse
94. ruwa-n tafkii ”water of the lake”
96. ruwa-n xafkii nee"— >
ruwaa nee na tafkii - 1 It is lake-water”
(1)when the head noun and the genitive are separatdd the 
genitive link (-n/r) assumes its full form and becomes
na/ta.
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97. karaatu-n littaafii nee — •>
karaatuu nee na littaafii 
it is the reading of the book
but not:
/  S' S  N  s ' ^ '
98. * karanta littaafii nee
/ vs. ^ / >•' sS vV
* karanta nee na littaafii 
it is reading the book
adjective occurring in between the head noun and the geni­
tive:
99. ruwa-n tafkii mai sanyii — >
cold ...
ruwaa mai sanyii na tafkii 
’’cool water of the lake”
\ \ \ ./ ' / / \N x. ^  \ ^ s *
100. karaatu-n littaafii mai 'arnfaanii — >
. sV V > X * '' -"S -V
karaatuu mai arnfaanii na littaafii 
useful reading of the book
but not:
.* > \ > S * V v ■» * "* f •* / ' ‘,>v
101. *karanta mai arnfaanii na littaafii. 
demonstratives coming in between noun and genitive
102. ruwa-n tafkin nan — >
ruwan nan na tafkii 
this water of the lake.
v V S S ■'*' /  /  vV / N
103. karaatu-n littaafin nan — >
karaatun nan na littaafii 
this reading of the book.
but not: < xS _ /V , . „  ^
104. *karanta nan na tittaafii.
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The- various constituents of a sentence (VP, object,
adverbials) can be front shifted for emphasis (of 'T^ -TOPh
Appendix B B 129) and this is true even when the sentence
f 1 )is nominalized.v '
Examples 2 VP front shifted:-
/ N y / v v / s \ /
111. karanta littaafii (nee) Audu ya yi 
reading the book was what Audu did
objetC;t;. front-shifted:
Ss y \ ' v  ^VN \ ' v
112. littaafii (nee) $udu ya kee karantaawaa(of f.n.1)
a. book was/is what Audu was/is reading
time adverbial front-shifted:
\ * ' \ / \ / S /y  \\
113. jiyaa (nee) Audu ya katanta littaafin 
___________it w.as yesterday that Audu read, the book
(
(1) When the object of a gerundive nominal is front 
shifted or deleted and the verb is in the progressive 
tense the nominal talces the suffix -waa but the derived 
nominal never takes this suffix, 
e.g object of gerundive nominal front shifted:
103 wasiikaa Audu ya kee rubuutaawaa
it is/was a letter that Audu is/was writing 
gerundive nominal with deleted object:
106. rubuutaawa-r Audu
Audu?s writing/having written
but not:
*107. ^wasiikaa Audu ya kee rubuutuwaa 
1 08. *rubuutuwa-r Audu
neither can we have the gerundive nominal with its 
object front shifted or deleted without the -weta . Thus 
the following are ungrammatical:
109. *wasMkaa Audu ya kee rubuuta.
110. *rubuuta, Audu (Audu’s writing).
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place adverbial front-shifted:
114. !a ciki-n cCaakii (nee) A ya karanta littafin. 
at inside room
it was inside the room that Audu read the book.
Obejcts of sentences can be front-shifted as shown in 
example 112. However, we cannot have 115 or 116 i.e with 
the object of the derived nominal front-shifted:
V ' \N ✓ \ / 'C'v \'
115« *wasiikaa Audu ya kee rubuutuu 
116. *littaafii Audu ya kee karaatuu
The reason why 115 And 116 are ungrammatical is because 
of the fact that front-shifting is done only within the 
framework of a sentence and since the derived nomina 1 is 
not a transformation of a sentence therefore its object 
cannot be front-shifted.
All these examples show clearly that the 
derived nominal plus its "semantic" object or subject has 
similar syntactic behaviour to the genitival NP in Hausa 
(for the derivation of which see Appendix & P n|;LS). This 
means that the nominals karaatuu “reading51, rubuutuuu 
“writing" (and all derived nominals) are entered in the 
lexicon as are the simple nouns ruwaa wader and dookii 
'horse" .
It might be argued that karaatu-n Audu Audu's reading 
can have 117 as its source:
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v / / / \ \'v / /
117 o Audu yaa yi karaatuu
Audu (did (sOme) reading
with yi-ke.raatuu analyzed as a verbal unit. Derived
nominals do in fact have some syntactic behaviour in
(1 )common with the so-called dynamic nouns' ' in Hausa.
For example there is the possibility of inserting (a) 
an indirect object or (b) a particle such as har even, 
dai(emph) etc. between the verb yi wto do” and the 
derived nominal e.g.
/ V // ' S f  ^\\ ✓ ✓
118. Audu yaa yi dai karaatuu
Audu did (some) reading
/ \ y / '' x / \ V X *' '
119* Audu yaa. yi ma Garb a karaatuu
± or
Audu did (some) reading for Garba
(?)The derived nominal can also be qualified by an adjective:'
•' - / / V /' / ' \. N Sy'
120. Audu yaa yi kyakkyaawan karaatuu
good
Audu did a good reading
It is true that there are compound forms in Hausa, but 
these are normally indivisible. For example no particles,
(1) cf Parsons: Abstract nouns... in Hausa; Afrikanis- 
tische Studien, ed Lukas, 1955, 375-404.
(2) The same also applies to dynamic nouns: the dynamic 
noun mag an a a *'• speech/talking” could be substituted for 
karaatuu in the examples given.
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adjectives or adverbs can occur in between the constituents 
of the following compound forms:
\  /  • x
121. babbaa-da-jakaa r,a kind of bird"
\ / \ / / ✓
122. babba-da-tsooloo "untasty broth"
123. kaamaa-karyaa "oppressive rule"
s ' x \ / \
124. faacCi-ka-mutu "china ware"
\ ' *-\ \ /
125. kaama-kanda " a kind of sweet"
The elements of compound forms are inseparable; this is 
not true with yi plus its derived nominal as shown above.
✓ -
The verbal noun yii plus the genitive link which 
connects it with its object in the progressive construction 
is normally deleted e.g.
S  N S \  /  '• X  N.'v / /
126. Audu ya naa (yin) karaatuu 
Audu is doing some reading
In the same way, the verbal noun can be deleted en the
sentence is nominalized e.g.
/ \ / • / \ \\ / /
127.a#((Audu yaa yi karaatuu)s )^p —
Audu did reading
b. (yi-n karaatu-n Audu)^, — — ^
c .
^  •. V  / / /  N
karaatu-n Audu "Audu!s (doing the) reading"
When the verbal noun plus the genitive is deleted in
constructions such as 127 (b) to produce (c) the reduced
version has the same surface form as the derived nominal
u
construction. This is why 127 (c) can be ambigjous: it can 
mjc^ cp cither (1) Audu! s (manner) of reading which is 
analogous to ruwa-n tafkii nlake-water” i.e a simole 
genitival construction where a noun is modified by a 
genitive or (2) it can mean Audu?s reading/having read 
which.is a reduced form of yi~n karaatu-n Audu ,?Audu!s 
doing/having done'the reading1*.
This disambiguation is'supported by certain syntactic 
facts.. For example, the reduced transformational' version 
can be followed by certain adverbials while the derived 
nominal version cannot be followed by any adverbial:
/■ / ' ' ' . ' • V -' s x / / s *
128. ((Audu yaa yi karaatuu da r aana) c ^ -,-r --
Audu has read in the afternoon
Audu? s having redd in the afternoon.
but not:
X  \  \ /  /  ✓  \ s  / /  /
130. * karaatu-n Audu da raana 
The point here is that the derived nominal does not admit
5
adverbial extensions which are possible with the gerundive 
nominal because the gerundive nominal is a transformed 
sentence and the derived nominal is not.
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Another syntactic difference between the two types of 
nominal is that the object of a gerundive nominal always 
follows it without a genitive link while a derived 
nominal is always linked to its object by a genitive 
link.
e.g. derived nominal with genitive link:
131. kaamu-n dookii horse-catching”
132. kiira-r fartanyaa hoe-making
gerundive nominal without genitive link:-
/ N Sf ' ^
133* kaama dookii catching a horse
// v / /‘ 'N
134. keera fartanyaa making a hoe
Our discussions above show explicitly that the 
syntactic behaviour of the derived nominal in Hausa is 
not at all the sane as that of the gerundive nominal: 
the gerundive nominal behaves more or less in the same
way as a sentence e.g it has a subject and an object and
adverbs each of which can be front shifted just in the
same way as each of these items can be front-shifted in 
a sentence; but the derived nominal is more like an 
ordinary noun ( rather than a nominalized sentence) and 
as such it is better treated like an ordinary noun i.e 
to be put directly in the lexicon.
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CHAPTER 3
THE GERUNDIVE NOMINAL
I shall now return to the gerundive nominal. In 
sentences which cmntain gerundive nominals such ass
135. "ban soo zaunaawar Audu minti ?uku fa kan
/ ^ x x  \ \  x*
kujeera-r maalam "ba
I did not like Audu's sitting for three minutes 
on the teacherTs /air.
Cl
X  /  X ^  / ■' / V  * / / ' / X  / / / / //
136. daawoowa-r Audu gidaa kullum da tsaka-r daree
/Vv x N /v always at middle of night
baa shi da kyau
not it with good
Audu1s always returning home at midnight is not 
good
it is desirable to consider the gerundive nominal complex 
(i.e the verbal noun, subject, object(s) adverbials etc.) 
as an embedded sentence since deriving it from a head 
noun plus a great variety of optional categories (espe­
cially the various adverbials which are normally found
in finite clauses) would be extremely complicated and
(1 )redundant i.e repetitive' '
(1) cf G-aladanci!s The Simple Nominal Phrase in Hausa. 
Ph. D. London 1969 (Chapter 3, P 63-82).
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In this section I shall consider the operations which
re-order the various elements of the embedded sentence
under nominalization. It is essential that we consider
the whole sentence here and not the VP alone because by
doing so we shall expose more cclearly the -syntactic
differences between the two types of nominal under
consideration (i.e the derived nominal and the gerundive
nominal). I shall however, lay some emphasis on the VP
withregard to its area of domination in order to see
how the various adverbials are related to the VP within
the nominalized sentence and to see whether this will
bring to light any evidence for or against putting some
(1 )of the adverbials within the VP.' '
Tense and Aspect ijratite Nominalized Sentence;
(p)
Tense an(^  aspect are normally' ' neutralized in the
f 3)
nominalized sentence. ' Thus the embedded sentences 
in " ex^ jnpleLS ^ 39 1 " are all rewritten as zuwa-n
Audu "Audu1 s coining" in 140 - 141s
(1) cf Chomsky (1965 P.102) who suggests that the VP 
contains, in addition to certain other elements, 
adverbs of manner but not temporal adverbs. Lakoff 
and Ross (1966) suggest that adverbs of manner are 
also outsiide the VP.
(2) cf Base rule No.ljb (Appendix A P.iOf).
(3) cf Relatival nominalisation (P.31) in which the 
gerund is modified by a relative clause.
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137. n naa zato(-n) ((Audii zai zoo)n )1NTT^ 
think b WJr
I think Audu will come
13Se naa tabbataa ((da) ceewaa) ((Audu vaa doo) c,) ,T^  
I believe that has come
// ' / v \ / / / v v • / \ \ 1 39 o haa naa so(-n) ((Audu ya zoo) g)
I do not want Audu to come
V  /  \ N
140. n naa zato-n zuwa-n Audu
I anticipate Audu1 s coming
// / \ // v. y x v \
141. naa tahhataa da. zuwa-n Audu
I am certain of Audu1 s heaving come
. / / v. \ y \
142. baa naa so-n zuwa-n Audu
I do not want Audu?s coming
The mominalization transformation rule must be ordered 
before the complementizer-placement rule so that the 
operation of the nominalization transformati on on an 
embedded clause will block the complementizer placement. 
If T-Nominalization were to operate after complementizer 
nlacement we would them have ungrammatical sentences:
/ -s^ \ ✓ /X / / ' X ' \
143= *n naa zato-n ceewaa zuwa-n Audu
/ / / X // X / V // / N N ' X
144. *naa tabbataa da ceewaa zuwa-n Audu 
avoiding which would complicate the ceewaa deletion rule
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A d v e r b ials in the Nominalized Sentence:
ADverbs of Time, Manner, Place etc, can occur freely 
with the gerundive nominal together with the other 
elements of the VP (objects, adverbials of duration, 
frequency etc,,etc,) e.g.
/  ,, V /  /  / X '  v s  / ' ''
145o daawoowa-r Audu yanzu yaa baa ni maamaakii 
Audu.7 s having returned now has surprised me
s  V  /  \  /■ /  /  V  V  /  '  ' '  / s  *  ' / /  /
146, karantaawa-r Audu da-karfii yaa firgitaa ni
with vigour frighten 
Audu ’ s reading ifr^dly frightened me
// V\ / • /  \  v  /  \ V  / ' .'/ "\ Ss / /  / /  X
147. zaunaawa-r Audu 7 a ^u j eera-r maalam baa daidai bn
right
Audu7s sitting on the teacher7s chair is ill
mannered,
The various adverbials can co-cccur and exchange 
places among themselves in the nominalized sentence 
exactly as in the base sentence without effecting any 
major change in the meaning or emphasis of the sentence. 
But their sphere of free exchanging is restricted to the 
end of the construction only i,e they cannot come 
before the major constituents of the sentence (viz the 
subject, the object and the nominalized verb). Thus 
examples 148, a - f all have the same meaning (with 
perhaps a slightly t ifforent focus of emphasis with 
some speakers)s
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. . /  /  /  <•' N >' v v / v S ' \ \  ■s.''. f
148 (a) zama-11 Audu wata. ?uku 1 a Kanoo Daara
month 3~” last year
Audu' s staying for 3 months at Kano last year
-1 / \ /■/ // \N / . ' s V. v *' V% y
a: Audu yaa zaunaa wataa ?uku ?a Kanoo haara
Audu stayed for 3 months at Kano last year
, x  y n ✓ v \ ' v. v - / v / w
(hi zama-n Audu wataa ?uku haara !a kanoo
Audurs staying for 3 months last year at Kano
"1 / ^ // ft v\ / N > S \ / V\
b o Audu yaa zaunaa wataa ?uku haara J a kanoo
Audu stayed for 3 months last year at Kano.
/ /  /  S \  V. /  N.\ V  v  /■ /  V \ .  ^
(e) zama-n Audu ’a kanoo haara wataa *uku
AuduTs staying at Kano last year for 3 months
•i / v- / /  / /  \ \  V  / \\. X  V /  /  \\ /  N
c . Audu yaa zauna?. ?a ka.noo haara wataa ruku
Audu stayed at Kano last year for 3 months.
/  /  '  /  V  v  /  S V  y  N  V, /  N  > y \  f
(d) zama-n Addu 5a kanoo wataa ?uku haara
Audu1s staying at Kano for 3 months last year
1 / v • / // w v / \ y w  / \ ''
d . Audu yaa zaunaa ’a Kano wataa fuku haara
Audu stayed at Kano for 3 months last year.
/ y / / \  /  v / v^v / ' v
(o) zama-n Audu haara Ja kanoo wataa :uku
Audu!s staying last year at Kano for 3 months
-1 y - // // >\ \s • y w y w y n
e ‘c Audu yaa. zaunaa haara ?a ka.noo wataa Tuku
Audu stayed last year at Kano for 3 months.
/ / / / v  y y w  ' v. s. /  ^^
(f) zama-n Audu haara wataa !uku sa kanoo
Audu's staying last year for 3 months at Kano
A f v // / / n\ / y • \  ^N % y \
f „ Audu yaa zaunaa haara wataa ?uku ’a kanoo 
Audu stored last year for 3 months at Kano
Most native speakers will generally accept (a) - (f) 
as perfect. Hausa. Perhaps some may assign different 
degrees of acceptability, hut none will reject any of 
them as ungrammatical.
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Cne exception to the generalization that adverbials 
function identically in simple and embedded sentences is 
that none of the adverbials can occur before the verbal 
noun in a nominalized sentence although some of them 
can predede the verb in a non-nominalized sentence (in 
fact only Time adverbial can be front-shifted but not 
other adverbials. Place, frequency and sometimes 
duration adverbials can also be front-shifted in 
poetic or figurative speech to give extra emphasis). 
Accordingly, (a) are grammatical while (b) are not in 
the following examples;
y  v  X x // \ \  ✓ N  \
149 J[a0;jiya Audu yaa koomaa kanoo
yesterday Audu returned to Kano
. . ' ^  ^ \'v / / S ✓ * V
(b) *-;jiya koomaawa-r Audu kanoo
yesterday Audu?s returning to Kano
- /  ^  ' X / ' * /  v \  / \
150. (a) *a kanoo Auau yaa yi sheekaraa 'uku
at Kano Audu spent three years.
V / "v \ / S / \ \\ / \\  ^ \
* fa kanoo yi-n Audu sheekaraa ’uku 
at Kano Audu?s staying for three years
However, I shall assume here that in Hausa the 
natural place of all the adverbials i.e where they are 
generated by PS rules, is at the end of the sentence
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after the VP proper and that when a sentence is 
nominalized all adverbials must remain in their natural 
place. The difference in grammaticality of 149 -150
(a) and (b) is. then naturally accounted for if we 
assume that nominalization iey cyclic io.nda that u ad verb 
shift is last cyclic.
Manner adverbs in Hausa are realized by the 
preposition da "with” followed by an abstract noun e.g:
j
da karfii "vigourously (lit. with vigour )
\ / / y
da saurii '"quickly” ( ” ” quickness )
da saibii "sluggishly” ( " ” sluggishness)
When a sentence containing a manner adverb is 
nominalized the adverb can be retained as such :
/ v\ /. ,•/ / V. / S // / f // o
151o (a) n naa faataa Audu zai daawoo da saurii 
1 Wopeto**1* Audu will return quickly
/  \ \  /  / ' / / /  V . \  ' /  / v  \  / / / /
(b) n naa faata-r daawoowa-r Audu da saurii
I hope of Audu*s returning quickly,
Alternatively the adverb itself can be substantivized 
by deleting the preposition. When the adverb is 
substantivized it must precdde the gerundive nominal 
and a genitive will join the two together:
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152. (daawoowa-r Audu da saurii
// ' x\ / /  ^X
sauri-n daawoowa-r Audu 
Audu!s quick return.
The Category (Neg) in the Nominalized Sentence:
The category (Nog) is realized under nominalization by 
the negatival-noun rahhii '‘lack (of) and not by the
negative particle(s) hn —  ----(ba). The negatival noun
always precedes the gerundive nominal to which it is 
joined by the genitive -ns
/ \  / / / /  /
153((Audu bai daawoo ba)g)NP — y
Audu has not returned.
/ S V // \ / / /' \
154. rashi-n daawoowa-r Audu
Audu's having not returnnd
h i • /  /  *s /  /  /  ^axiq elements such as har 1abadaa “never", har
'  \  /  / /  s /,
yanzu •••not yet11, koo kacCan “(not) at all* etc. which 
can occur with the category Neg in non-nominalized 
sentences are not retained at all in any form under 
nominalization (cf con ition on T-Nom-j ) .
There are three types of nominalization rule which 
can operate on a sentence to turn it into an NP. I shall
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label these transformations as:
(1) T-Nom-j (T-Nominalization One)
(2) T-N01H2 (T-Nominalization Two)
(3) T-Rcl.Nom (T-Relatival Nominalization)
1 . T-Ncm1:
This rule can operate on any type of sentence in 
Hausa regardless of whether it is transitive (with one
or more objects) or intransitive. When this transformati
ion operates on a sentence the gerundive nominal always 
comes first and the underlying NP subject always 
separates the gerundive nominal and its object(s). The 
subject is joined to the gerundive nominal .-by the 
genitive link but the object(s) always follow(s) the 
subject without the genitive link.
This transformation rule can be formalized in the 
following way:
T-Ncm-fSD: X ((NP AUX V Y)s)„p Z
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
SG: 1 ^ ^ Lw6MJ‘r r 2 5 6
Condition: 5 cannot contain Emph.
Examples
nominalization of sentences containing intransitive verb 
followed by an adverbial:
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155# (a) Audu yaa zaunaa'a kan kujeeraa 
Audu sat on a chair
- . .'/ \v / / /  V
(b) zaunaawa-r Audu ’a kan kujecraa 
Audufs sitting on the chair.
nominalization of sentences containing single transi­
tive verbs:
/ \ / v *•' f/ // * ■' ' '*156. (b) Audu yaa keera fartanyaa
Audu has made a hoe
. . // ' ^  /  S / ^  // / /  V \
(b) keeraawa-r Audu fartanyaa 
Audu’s making the hoe.
rioninalisation of sentenced with .prepositional objects
157* (a) Audu yaa yarda da Garba
trust with 
Audu trusts Garba
X • / ' X ✓ y x
(a) yarda-r Audu dca Garba 
Audu's trusting Garba
nominalization of double transitive sentences
// /y // s x y v //
158, (a) sarkii yaa nacCa Audu haakimii — y
appoint lord
the king has made Audu a lord
/ / / X
(b) nacCaawa-r se^ kii Audu haakimii 
the king's making Audu a lord.
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/  ^ // // \ // '' V / V
“159. (a) Audu yaa sayar da dookii na Garba
sell
Audu sold a horse for Garba
/x / ^ / f / V N //V
(b) sayarwa-r Audu dookii na Garba
Auclu’s selling the horse for Garba
111 hhe unmarked c^oc, this traiicsromr'.tiuii
operates on irtram&ltiververbs. It may operate on 
transitive verbs too (as shown), but the other two 
transformations are more natural with transitive verbs
The following tree diagrams illustrate the 
operation of T-Non^ on a selection of sentences 
containing intransitive and transitive verbs*-
SD:
NP PREP PHR
Pred
PREP PHRNP Pred
PP
Pred ADV Prcp NP
VP
Tense
/ \
PRO
PRO Tense loc
Sup j
/ V
aa da kyau 
is with good
Audu ya daawoo gidaa kullura y
he return hone always it
// y. / / \ /> / / / ' v\ v / \
daawoowa-r Audu gidaa kullum ya naa da kyau
Audufs always returning hone is good
Audu
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SC
jNOM
PRED PHR
ADVpi ADVTime
PRO
Pred
Tense
ASP Prog
daawoowa r Audu gidaa kullun ya na 
returning of Audu home always it is
dA kyau 
with good
/ / s* ^  t t  ^ ^ f / f / W  / v
daawoowa-r Audu gidaa kullum ya naa da kyau 
Audu*s always returning home is good.
NP
PREP PHRNP
Pred
Pred
VPAUX
TencPRO
NP
PaSfc
Audu
Audu
yaa
he
T-Nom
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SC NP
NP.GL NP
k e oraawaa r
AuduTs making the hoe
Audu fartanyaa
cf example 156
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NP
PRO
1st
M
i
nuu
we
PRED PHR
I
!
Prod 
Prod >,
VP
/I
AUXyv
Tense
, / \
ASP Past
PRO
NPv
NP
VP
NPNP
nun
we
j i sarkii yaa nac£a Audu haakinii
hear king he appoint A lord
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PRED PHR 
\
PRO
T st
rrruu
we
PRO Tense
Past
inun
we
Prod
NP1
/
NOM RD NP9 NP-^ Nl>4
ji nacCaawaa r sarkii A haakimi:. 
hear appointing king A lord
cf example 158
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T-Nominalizationp :
This rule is restricted to single transitive 
sentences only i .e to sentences withverbs,.whicfer-* 
take only one object« Here, the whole of the VP is 
considered as a single item and noninalises accordingly. 
The nominalized VP occurs at the left most element of 
the embedded sentence, tho subject is joined to it by 
the genitive link and the various adverbials follow 
the subject.
This rule can be formalized in the following way:
SD: X (( NP AUX V ((da) N)Np (ADM) )s)Np Y
1 2 3 4 5 6
SC: 1 0 0 f  4 1  -*• GL-f- 2 5 6i + N O M  !
Conditions: $1) the object NP contains no modifiers,
(2) the embedded sentence does not contain 
Emph.
Examples:-
_ . . / V / /  / /  \ s s' Ss-
160. (a) iiudu yaa keera fartanyaa
Audu made a hoe.
(b) keera fartanya-r Audu 
Audu's making the hoe.
/  \  SS \V .  /  v  / /  \
161. (a) Audu yaa yarda da Garba —
Audu trusts Garba
(b) yardaa da Garban Audu - Audu’s trusting G
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When any kind of modifier follows the object this 
transformation is not possible. Therefore 162 is 
ungrammati c al2
/ /  \ / /  \.V / / , s ' /  \
162. * keera fartanyaa kyakkyaawa-r Audu 
Audu's making the beaubiful hoe
. ^  S' s s' \ •’ /'/' \\ /■ // < / \
(from 1 Audu yaa keera fartanyaa kyakkyaawaa) 
Audu made a beautiful hoe.
The occurrence of a modifier on the object necessitates
the applicatoin of T-Relatival Nominalization.
T-Re1at ival Nominali s at i 0n 2
Eliis rule, like T-Nom-j , also operates on double 
transitive, transitive or intransitive sentences. But 
here it is the whole YP (as in T-Nor^) that is noninalized 
and front-shifted and not the verb alone.
The surface characterization of the noninalized 
sentence after the application of T-Rel Non is quite 
different from that realized after the apolication of 
T-Nom-j or T-Non^s in T-Nom^ or T-Noir^ the subject is 
joined to the gerundive nominal by the genitive link 
while in T-Rel Nom the gerundive nominal (the noninalized 
VP) is modified by a relative clause.
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This rule can he formalised in the following way 
T-Rel Nom.
SD: X NP1 AUX V n p 2 Y
1 2 3 4 5 6
SC: 1 3 da 2 3 4 G
Examples:
/V -V / v  ^v ' '
163. koomaawaa gidaa da Audu zai yi 
returning home which A will do
(f|0p^m:Audu zai (yi) koma gidaa)
^ wi11(do)return homE
//■ v / ^ // X, x x V /
164. keera fartanyaa da Audu ya yi 
making hoe which A he did
(from:Audu yaa(yi) keera fartanyaa) 
he (do) making hoe
' \ / X / / X ' ' \ t • ' / '
165. nacCa Audu haakimii da sarkii ya yi
making A lord which king he did
/ / 'f // \ / \ / / \ v
(from: sarkii yaa (yi) nacCa Audu haakimii) 
he (do) making A lord
The following tree diagrams illustrate the 
operation of T-Rel Nom:
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NP
I
Audu
A
SD:
NP VP
NPV
kyau
goodit
AUX VP
yaa
he
V NP
yi
do
VPNP
AUX NP
A U Q U
A
yaa Reera fartanyaa
he make hoe
\
T-EMBEDDED SUBJECT DELETION
,/
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NP ±
Audu
Audu
Sc
VPNP
i i
A U X
yaa 
he V
yi
do
yaa
it /
/
V
Jv±
he
NP
kyau
good
0 hy pruning
VP
keera
make
fartanyaa
hoe
HI
T-Rel Nom
SC: S
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NP AUX
yaa
it
VP
NPV
yi
be
kyau
good
NPi
fartanyaa da 
hoe T.:k.
Audu 
which i'.udu jahe do
viz. T-EQUI: NPi AUX V (NPi AUX X)
1 3 4 12 0 4
T-Rel Nom.NPi AUX V NP?
° 1 2 3 4 — da 1 2 3
The relative clause retains the tense of the 
noninalized sentence as shown in the examples above.
If the noninalized sentence contained advcrbials, thes 
adverbials occur either just before the relative clause 
which modifies the gerundive nominal or after it e.g:
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166. (a) keera fartanyaa da Audu zai yi goobe
tomorrow
making the hoe which Audu will do tomorrow
(b) keera fartanyaa goobe da Audu zai yi 
(meaning the same as (a)).
Although all sorts of adverbials can occur either 
immediately before or after the relative clause Time 
and Place adverbp^ls seem more natural when they occur 
after the relative clause (i.e away from the noninalized 
VP) while all other adverbials seem more natural when 
they arc before the relative clause (i.e when they arc 
near the VP). This obviously suggests' that Ilace and 
Time adverbials are different from the rest of the adver­
bials, and since Time and Place are nore acceptable when 
they are at the furthest position away from the gerundive, 
nominal (i.e the noninalized VP) and the others are more 
acceptable when they arc near it, this fact can be cited 
as evidence for putting all adverbials other than Time 
and Place within the VP.
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chapt-p. 4
A" W J ?as? m.n.cr:mL£,
' n- ■ g e n t l v e  ;:.gwta»ii 
S h e  conooundL n o r p h e m e  c m . . . . . 11 c a n  be euf ixee to a  
f a i r l y  l a r g e  n u n b e r  o f  iiauea v e rb a  t o  f o r m  the ao c alled 
a g e n t J v e  n o n l w a l . ^1 ' i h e  a  e n t i v e  s e m i n a l  ao fometi c a n  be
ItL
n l h.%6. by the f e m i n i n e  au fl i x  - y a a  aiiu pluralieed by the 
;lur - m o r p h e m e  s v u - i x  - a a  e.g.
iink—  "to cew" a a f l n k ll "a t a il o r "
■ e t t t e l m  f e n i n i n e
maJtln k a a  o lural
g i n -  "to bu il a "  a a r l n l l  " b u i l d e r "
n e t ln i v a a  f e n i n l n e
oattlnaa
sfeaaiy)- "to d r i n k "  n a Q h a a v l i  "an a i c o h o i i e "
nf.ahaay j y a a  fe ni n i  ne 
n o s h a a y a a  p lural
“r i m a  f a c i e  it would, a p p e a r  r e a s o n a b l e  to d e r i v e  such 
a g e n t i v e  n o n i n o l o  f r o o  u n d e r l y i n g  verba. H o w e v e r ,  t h e r e  
a r e  two p l e c e a  o f  e v i d e n c e  w h i c h  a i l i t a t o  a g a i n s t
 —    —           —  .....................
(1 ) cf #bra h » a t  S h e  language o f  t h e  o u o a  eople, (P.41)•
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y
this analysis. Firstly, the semantic relationship between 
the verb and the agentive nominal is by no means regular 
as witness the examples just given and those on page 91 
below. Secondly, there are some agentivc- nominals such as:
makeetacii " acruel person”
mainagancii " a talkative person"
N s,'
magidoncii " a house-holder" 
which do not have verbal forms from which they can be 
derived at all, but rather come from underlying nouns-
specifically fceetaa "cruelty”, maganaa "speech”, and
/ //
gidaa " a house".
Moreover, these are different again from a further 
class of noun which can be verbalized by the addition 
of the suffix -(a(n)t e.g.
gaggaawaa (haste) gaggauta "to hasten" 
muturn ( a human b^ing) muturnta " respect" 
baakoo (a stranger) bakunta "to be a stranger" 
wuyaa (difficulty) wuyaata "to be scarce/difficult" 
tsananii (intensity) tsananta "to intensify"
some (but only some) of which allow a secondary 
nominalization morphologically identical to the agentives
/  \  v  V  / /  ✓  \  W  •
e.g. mawuyaacii "somothig scarce", matsanancii "something
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intense”, but whose meaning is clearly not agontive.
In other'.words wd have an extremely irregular and
u
unpredictable distribution of nominals. One possible 
explanation for this might be that putative verbal
(1 )forms used to be active but have now become extinctv ^ 
leaving only the "agentive” form, or alternatively we 
might postulate a dummy verbal form for such nouns 
which is used only in forming the ”agentives” and 
nowhere else.
All this evidence, however, supports deriving suvh 
nominals lexically rather than transformationally because 
deriving them transformationally would mean putting 
many ad hoc restrictions on the transformation in order 
to account for some verbsT not having agcntives and some 
agcntives not having verbal roots etc..
Moreover, as recorded, the semantic relationship 
between the various agentive nominals and their respective 
verbs (where Those exist) is not regular at all. Further 
evidence of this is provided by the following y&Crtx types 
of agentive:
(1) But there is no evidence of survivals either in 
old dictionaries or current dialects.
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Group i
makeetacii 5 a cruel person51
/  s sV "
masallaacii i!cne who prays (very much)"
/  V
magujii 5 a fast runner1
✓ v "
maroowacii 5| a stingy person5 
mayaudarii 55a deceitful person5 
mashaayii 55an alcoholic5
Group ii;
mad’inkii
naginn
' v rmasaaftii
55 tailor5
5ta builder5 
55a weaver5
masassakii 5 a wood carver51
Group iii
/ XX s "
matambayii 
/ -v 
matafiyii
' NN . /<nagaajn
/ //
namacn
5i a questioner5’
5 a traveller5 
5 an heir5
a deceased person5
IL
The nominals in group (i) denote either one who 
performs an action so intensively or so frequently that 
it has become almost a habit of his; or a person (or thing) 
possessing a certain characteristic (e.g maroowacii
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a person characterized by roowaa 51 stinginess”) . The 
nominals in group (ii) denote one who performs an 
action as his occupation while those in group (iii) 
denote just one who performs an action, though not 
necessarily by habit or occupation.
It is very difficult to account for these discrepancies 
in the semantic relationship between these agentive nomi­
nals and their respective verbs transformationally and 
to describe simple sentences such ass
/X / sv v Vv
167. Audu mafccetacii nee
Audu is a cruel person
/ \ / \N "  w
168. Audu marceerii nee 
Audu is a black smith
' ' /  ^ v // y/
169. wani matafiyii yaa zoo
one traveller 
a certain traveller has arrived
we woulcA require the following structural descriptions
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NP NP Cep
Audu
nee
Audu heetaa
PP
Frequency Habit Degree
/ / \ / x / i /ix
i.e a whole bunch of dummy adverbials must be assigned 
to S2 in order to account for the semantic idiosynoracles 
of the agentive nominal and then be deleted by the 
agentivi z at ion transformati on.
'This very complicated analysis can easily be avoided 
if we simply put the agentive nominal directly in the 
; lexiccnjwhere its various idiosyncrasies will then be 
shown as a bunch of semantic features. :Ye can thus 
represent any agentive nominal in the following way:
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X
4-NOM 
HA GENT
which would in' fact be a sufficient representation for
cla-qs (iii) and then class (i) wuuld have added the
feature! INTENSITY 4 HAEIT ! and class (ii) the feature * 4 , '
Jjt OCCUPATION J , and where X represents a lexical item 
which may not belong exclusively to any grammatical 
category. In other words we have a partially 
unspecified formative j X -+ NOMl which may be further 
specified as ACiENT ; OCCUPATION etc. which further 
features will condition the relevant morphological 
process of derivation.
It will,incidentally, be necessary to represent in 
the lexical entry the fact that agentive nominals (i) 
and (iii) are in free variation with a construction 
involving the particle mai followed by a dynamic noun e.g.
/ v  . V- ' '
mafcaryacii - mai Raryaa ;s a lier"
(possessor of lies)
✓ a-  ^ r  o*. -  - ,,maroowacii - mai roowaa Si a stingy person" 
matafiyii - mai tafiyaa ” a traveller”
whereas class (ii) agcntives do not allow this variant *
A  ' vx yv  ^ vv
Thus we do not have * mai ginii "builder”, mai rinii dyer
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2. The Past Participial Noninals —  — — - =— _ _ _ — . — - —   
t
The so-called "past participle" in Hausa which 
normally functions as an attributive or predicate 
adjectival -in surface structure (cf Abraham L.H.P. cage 
31) is formed morphologically by doubling the final 
consonant, cf. the verb and adding the suffix -ee. The 
past participial nominal can be feminised by- the femi­
nine morpheme.-yaa and pluralised by adding the plural 
morpheme -uu e.g.
V E R B P a s t  Part bom, 
gin- "build" ginannee "built"
ginanniyaa ^feminine
ginannuu - plural
rin- "to dye" rinannee "dyed"
/ /  //
rinanniyaa - feminine
%  - V
rinannuu - plural
keebe " to set something aside"
koobobbee " set •''.side"
\v- *v «
keeoebbiyaa - feminine
v' / /
keebebbuu - plural
Past partitiipial nominals can be divided into three 
groups:-
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1). Those which are derived from transitive verbs and 
refer to the object of that verb: e.g.
dafaffee "cooked" - from daf- to cook 
cinyayyee "oaten" - from ciny- to eat 
karyayyeb "broken'1 - from kary- to break
< v
2). Those which are defined from transitive verbs and
(1)refer to the subject of that verb. '
e.gs
fiyayyec "superior" from fiy-to surpass others
. • / /y
gaagararrce "troublesome" - from gaagar- to thwart
3). Those which are derived from intransitive verbs c.g, 
bushashshee "dried" - from buush- to dry up
\  ^ / f/
gajiyayyec "tired" - from gajiy- to get tired
Types and 2) can be formed freely from any transi­
tive verb - they arc one hundred per cent productive 
and the nominal always retains the original meaning of 
the verb from which it has been derived: it does not
(1) 1) and 2) correnpond to Abraham’s passive and
active respectively.(cf Abraham L.H.P.Page 31-32)
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have- any additional semantic connotations. Therefore 
these types of past participial nominal can best be 
transformationally derived. The p.p 0f the intransitive 
verb has a semantic feature additional to the basic 
meaning of the underlying verb" specifically INTENSE 
Since this feature is regular with all such PP nominals 
they also c n bo transformationally accounted for in the 
same way as the PP’s of the transitive verb with, 
however, the reservation tnat there are one or Pwo 
lexical exceptions which do not allow this transformation 
(c.g. zoo ~ to cone).
Therefore we need three separate transformational 
rules for the three types of past participial nominal. 
These can be formalized in the following way:
1 *) TjPPi:
SD; X N,- ((PRO V Njl)s Y
SC: 1 2 0 f'4
U p
4 5 
PP
0 6
2) P-PPo
SD: X (N± V NP)S Y
1 2 3 4 5 6
SC f  4! 0 6
H-PP;
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3) I-PP--Intr
SD
SC
X N, ( H, V ) Y
1 2  3" 4 5
1 2 0 4
PP
The following diagrams illustrate the operation of 
those rules:
T~P.P., SD:
NP Pred
lUX
Bint, a 
Pinto
P&O Tense
\ ASP Pa^ rt 
\ /
\  i /
\ *
\ ! /
*aa
Sil;
/
V
vp
/ N \
/
sayi N . 
buy
I
NP
S
i NP Prod 
s an eo . /  X
cloth1 AUX VP
•PRO / \  ' 'n ./ \ v
~ i .
\ /
\  /
n :
N,
V
T-PP,
? /an rrna 
one dye
zanee
cloth
z an e e r i 11 anncc
cloth. dyod
Binta taa sayi zanec rinannee 
Binta bought a. dyed cloth.
SB:
HP
17.
. 1
Audi1.
r.JV Nn
Audu
Audu
F.od 
^ x
X
InTPt
Con
ne
AuX
!
vv
he
gnngae? i 
thwart
NP
N
lcoov‘ar.
everybody
Audu
Audu
g aagararroe n o e 
troublesome is
P
—-Intr
SD°
i
Au cl v 
Audu
AUX
*yaa
he
Prod 
/  \
\
VP
A
/
v%
NP
t>a v jl
buy
dooki:
horse lip
Ni
lUX
yaj
it
COOKl.l
horse
\TPi
, V 
i
kooshi
fed
01
dookii Kooshassnoc
Audu yaa sayi dookii fro^shosshoo
Audu has 'bought a well fed horse«
1 0 2
APPENDIX A 
Hi USA BASE RULES.
' \
o. s ; ] Inpl (Nog) (Enroll) (Pnrt) NP PRED PHR (ADvVf
( ", V J  '
. ykxm*.
Tho declarative sentence is taken to be basic in 
Hausa0 It can be optionally negated, emphasized or turned 
into a question or command. The categories Nog, Emph, Qj 
etc, will trigger various relevant transformations. For 
present purposes I shall ignore all non-obligatory 
constituents dominated by S i.e I shall assume that the 
first rule of tho grammar is offcctivolys
B 1, S NP PRED PHR
The basic division in the Hausu sentence is between 
tht. subject and the predicate.
B 2, PRED PHR   •> Pred (ADV)
Pred-|)(Auxiliary Predicate)
Pred2\(Non-Auxi1i ary Predi cat c)B 3. Pred  P
T
The expansion of the predicate phrase accounts for 
the major types of Hausa sentence.
iVP
B4. Pred1 ----> ;Nloc
AUXiPP
Verbal
Locative
Lt \ Possessive 
i Stat ) Stative
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The auxiliary predicate is subdivided into four: (1) 
Verbal- an auxiliary followed by a VP; (2) Locative - 
an auxiliary followed by a locative noun; (3) Possessive- 
an auxiliary followed^?, PP and (4) St .alive -an auxiliary 
followed by a stativo noun.
Examples:-
1. i < (yg- nap.) . rjps kiifii)vp)pr3d
. . . . ,? patch fishAudu is catching dish
2. Audu
Auc u 
Audu
3. Audu 
Audu
N
4. Audu 
Audu
The VP is further expanded according to the possible 
co-occurrence of the verb with other elements such as, 
direct object, associative object, benefccctivc etc. Thus 
we might have:
((ye, naa). (dak a) ,T ) ,v v J '  Aux N-i ^  ^ y Pred. xO.Cinside
r u>j Locative
ya naa, c£aka 
is inside.
((ya, naa,). (da kudii)™)Pred-| Possessive 
“ux with money
has money
((ya ^aa)Aux(Zaune)Nstat)T,rod
 --1- , /Iseated
is seated
Stativo
V P  - ~ T
VV  N PV  P PV  N P  P PV  P P  P P  \ V  N r  N P
V.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
iv)
v) 
(vi)
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c;^ • Audu
■
yaa ((zoo
Audu has cone
6 . Audu yaa ((ci)y ('abinci)Np)vp
eat food
Audu has eaten (food)
7. Audu yaa ((yardcOy (da Garba)pp)yp
agree with
Audu trusts Garba
8 . Audu yaa ((shaawarci)y (Garba)MX) (gain; da Ali
9.
NPconsult ' A,‘L connected wi
Audu coBsilltcd Garb a about Ali
V P
> \  ^ , y ^  ^ s v
Audu yaayt-C 'amineee)v (da Garba)pp (wrqcn tuu.P:ii)pp) 
trust with hMtit
Audu trusts Garba in driving.
10. talakaawaa sun ((saabi)A/ ( A u o u )m p  (shuugabansu)TJT>)N P
people elect leader
Tho people elected Audu their loader
NP V P
Rules (i) - (vi) can be conflated as
v c -  ^  , , / 1 s p  ! \ (  \ p p ) \B5. VP * y  V f 4 ! I!/ n
pp
B 6 .  V  —  C S
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In addition to strict subcategorization this CS will
account for tho four so-called grades in Hausa which are
(1)realized by different suffixes on the verbs- '
(i) -ces this suffix marks the grade four which
indicates a complete action or an action 
thoroughly done e.g.
. V • .• ' x '✓ v '
11. Audu yaa ciny-ee 1abincin
Audu has eaten all the food.
(ii) -oos marks the grade five verbs which indicate 
movement towards the speaker, e.g.
. ' X  S' , - ■ S*
12. Audu yaa. tunkucC-oo G-arba
push
Audu pushed Garba, towards me.
(iii) -us marker of grade six verbs which indicate 
thoroughness of action. Sentences containg a
(1) ParsonsJ "secondary grades"in his Verbal System in 
Hausa op cit. Parsons classifies Hausa verbs into 
grades according to these suffixes ( and other 
syntactic and semantic features). Note that these grade 
suffixes are different from the three suffixes which 
arc affixed to the changing verb in Hausa ^according to
the kind of object which follows it ; -i after noun
objects5 -ee after pronoun objects and -aa when no obje­
ct follows, e.g:~ i
Audu yaa bug-J Garba Audu hit Garba
Audu yaa bug-ee shi Audu hit him
Audu yaa bug-aa Audu has hit (X).
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grade si x verb are derived from an underlying 
sentence containing the unspecified 4th. person 
as subject. When used with the future tense the 
verb indicates a possibility, e.g.
1 3. Audu yaa tunkucf-u
Audu was pushed well away
from 14. Aan tunkucCee Audu
one pushed Audu well away.
1 5. Audu zai tunloicC-u 
Audu can be pushed
\ ^ ' ,r * V . / ^
from 16. zaa Ta 1 iya tunkucio Audu 
will one be able to 
one can push Audu (away)
(iv) -ar (da): the causative gra.de marker. This
grade changes morphologically intransitive verbs 
into transitives, and transitives into double 
transitives e.g.
16. Audu yaa zaun-ar da Garba
sit
Au du seated G ar b a .
✓ "■ ' * <• • S \ N y •
17. Audu yaa ciy-ar da Garba Vabinci
eat
Audu fed Garba food.
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B7. AUX — PRO Tense
The auxiliary consists of a r-pronoun" and a tense 
marker. These two components of the auxiliary arc so 
amalgamated in the past tense and the future 2 that 
they cannot be morphologically separated.
B8 . P R O  y  Person, Gender, Number
The pronoun part of the auxiliary inn icates the 
features of person, gender and number of the subject NP.
fl'irst ^
-no t, x -Second fB9. Person — > - 1^ jThird I 
^Fourth]
The fourth person indicates an unspecified subject
< 1
E10. Gender ^ ) P {
(m )
Nouns in Hausa are either masculine or feminine.
B11. Number - - >  [Singular]
\riural j
Hausa nouns are either in the singular or plural.
r d
\ | Past *| |
| ] Prog j (
B12. Tense — >  'ASP '
( v Future 2j
^Subjunctive J
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There are six tenses in Hausa: past, progressive, 
habitual, Future 1, Future 2, and the Subjunctive.
I treat the subjunctive as a tense -and not as a mood 
in line with the traditional analysis of tenses in
(1 \
Hausa.v '
\Relative)
B13. ASP >  I
^ G e n e r a l  \
j
The tern "Aspect1* is used here as a nnenonic to 
indicate the difference between the tense of the verb 
in relative clauses on the one hand and the tenses of 
the verb in non-relative clauses on the other hand, e.g
18. Audu ya naa zuwaa (Non-relative)
Audu is/was coming
19. lookacin da Audu ya kee zuwaa (Relative)
time the
the time when Audu is/was coning
20. naa sanii (ceewaa) Audu yaa zo*. (Non-relative)
I know that Audu has arrived
/ y /✓ v  ^» \ *  ^ . * ■‘r . .
21. naa san lookacin da Audu ya zo (Relative)
I know the tine when Audu arrived.
A representative selection of the various typos of 
auxiliary predicate generated by base rules 4-13 is 
given in the following tree diagrams
(1) cf for example, Abraham: Languge of the Hausa People 
(1958) P.7.
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(Verbal)I red
vr
PRO Tense
ProgASP
zuwaa
coming
(cf sentence 18)
naa
is/washe
Pred
VPAUX
TensePRO
Rel
ya
(1) Convergent branches are used where morphophonemics.
rules have operated on the structure actually gener­
ated by PS rules.
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. 3. Pred-j (Verbal)
AUX VP
PRO
Past
yaa
he
01
oat
’abinci
food
(of exaJpiole 6)
zoo
cone
(cf example 21)
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(Locative)
AUX
TensePRO
ProgASP
C-en
naa 
is/was
cCaka
inside
(cf example 2)
6 7>
PPAUX
Tense
ProgASP
Gen
naa
is/ was
Prep NP
da
with
kucCii
money
(cf example 3)
7. PrecL (Stative)
1 1 2
L
rcnsG
rrog
naa 
is/was
Stat
zaune
seated
(cf example 4)
B1 4. Prod,
ftGonpl Cop | (Equational)
2 ^  ^Predicator ; (Exitcntial)
The non-auxiliary predicate is either (1) an 
'•'equational predicate” consisting of a complement 
followed by a copula or (2) an nexi$fstential predicate 
consisting of a prcdicator particle.
B15. Compl -
fNP 1
 ■* I
E16 o Cop — -> nee
The copula is nee if the complement has the feature 
(■f MASCULINE I orkPLURAL 71 Tho allcmorph cec is used with
J ttteminine
complements which have the feature
j j : Hiiv
-PLURAL
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There is tonal polarity between the last syllable 
of the complement and the copula: e.g.
/
22. Audu maalamii nee 
learned man 
Aucu is a learned man.
23. Kande maalamaa cec- 
Eande is a learned woman
24. Audu da Kande maalamai nee
Audu and Kande are learned people
S N - v N  / *
25. Kande mace coo
Kande is a woman.
(1 )
B17. Predicator — (da.(> ’akwai)v
25. (da) ’akwai sanyii ’a Ingila
c oId in Englad 
da s any i i ’ a Ingi1a
England is cold (There is cold in England)
The grammatical function of tho NP which h 
comes after the predicator in surface structure e.g
(1) I am using Fillmore’s convention that at least one 
element of a series, embedded in linked parentheses 
must be chosen, cf Fillmore Case for Case P.28.
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(da Allah Sithere is G-od5, i.e ha exists) is not very 
clear. I tentatively analyze it here as the subject of 
the ex^istential sentence viz it is immediately 
dominated by the node S rather than the predicate 
phrase. Bit it is obligatorily shifted to the right of 
tine predicator. Note that when a pronoom occurs as the 
subject of the predicator, the form of the pronoun is 
the same as tho form it assumes when it is in object 
position e.g.
2 7 o (da) }akwai shi/1a/su \ etc
he she they
ho/she/they exist(s). 
compare 27 with 28 s-
28. Audu yaa bugee slii/ta/su
Audu has beaten him/her/them
But when the sentence is negated or when only da is 
used as the predicator the pronoun takes the form it 
has in disjunctive subject position, e.g.
29 4 baabu shii/!ita/suu
he/she/they do(es) not exist.
30. da shii/ Tita/suu 5,he/she/they exist(s).
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Compare 28, 29 with 30-32 below;
30. shii malaamii nee "ho is a learned man"
31. 8 ita maalamaa cee "she is a learned woman"
32. suu naalamai nee "they are learned people
j ADVTime I 
B18. ADV j ADVPlace e
DV,T iManner \
This rule suhcategorizes adverhials into adverbial 
of time, adverbial of place, adverbial of manner etc.. 
Any one of those adverbials or any combination of them 
may be chosen in a sentences
32. Audu yaa tafi(kaasuwaa)pn (* si kan keckee)Manner
market ' c at on bicycle
(3iya)Ti (don ya say68 naamaa)^ G
yesterday for he buy meat
Audu went to the market on a bicycle yesterday to 
buy meat.
If more than one adverb of place or time occurs in a 
> sentence they are always hyponymously related;
34o Audu yaa gamu da Garba (Ta Azare)p-. (*a ungwar
meet with quarters
makaama)placc('a gidan maaji)place
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Audu met Garba in Azare in Makama Quarters at 
Maji’s house.
35. Audu yaa tafi kaasuwaa (jiya)^. (da raana)„.
'tlrae noon iin"
(da karfee 'uhi)„.
3 o ' clock
Audu went to the market yesterday in the afternoon 
at three o ’clock.
B19* AI)VPlace— >  ('a> !Iloc <da Np)
36. Audu yaa zaunaa ((a) (nan)K-, ,•IOC J^ v rl
at here 
Audu has sat here.
37. Audu yaa zaunaa (’a) (geefe)„ da (Garba)^p)ADV
side -oc ' PI
Audu has sat- beside Garba
38. Audu yaa tafi ((kaasuwaa)„ )
loc ^ ir'lace
Audu went to the "mo§?ke%.-
B20. ADVIin- - >  (Con;)) Nipine
Time adverbials are realized by Nouns of Time preceded 
by an optional tine conjunction;
39. Audu yaa daawoo ((tun)0on^ i y a ) N ^AL.^ADV*,..Time Tine
Audu has been back since yesterday
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Tho noun •l&'okaq&d, "time15 in Hausa is modified by j 
relative clause to form when clauses:
40. Audu ya naa gidaa lookacin da Garba ya daawoo 
Audu was at home (the time) when Garba returned
on"As soon as'1 clauses arc realized by the inserti 
of the conjunction sai "then (suddenly)" between th 
relative clause and the main clause: 
lookacin
41./da Audu ya kwahtaa sai barcii ya cCaukee shi
sleep t ak e away
as soon as he lay down Audu fell asleep
The noun lookacii can be deleted, optionally when the 
clause is not nominalized, obligatorily when the clause 
is nominalized in sentences with as soon as adverbs:
42o da Audu ya kwanta'Vsai barcii ya cCaukee shi 
(meaning the same as 41 ).
, . V  / /  s \ t S /  / ' ' ' t v /  /
43, da kwantaawar Audu sai barcii ya cCaukee shi 
(meaning the same as 42 and 41).
\ ,iUVManner
B21. AD7Kanner ------ | da NAbstrnct
kanar NP J
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.dverbs r,rc many in number in Haus
Manner adverbials can also bo formed by the preposi­
tion da uwithj; followe by an abstract noun, or by the 
manner noun kanaa "resemblance" followed by a genitive 
modifier (of Page ) s
Audu is/was walking vigourously.
45. Audu ya naa tafiyaa (kama-r (tsoofoo)NP)
old man Manner
Audu is/was walking like an old man.
B22. PP --- ;> Prep NP
B2T3 NP  -> (Noun (RefjjS)
NP is either (1) a noun followed by an optional 
referential article or a sentential modifier or both 
or (2) a sentence. This sentence must undergo some 
noninalization transformation before it appears on fCt 
surface.
43. Audu yaa zaunaa kawai.
quietly 
Audu s at qui e tly.
44. Audu ya naa tafiyaa (da(karfii)
Manner
(1) Ideophones and adverbs of degree are also considered 
hero as kinds of manner adverbs.
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324. Noun  ~r CS
Hausa has no definite or indefinite article marker. 
There is only a referential marker which is added to 
any noun which has previously been rofctred to. The 
referential marker is -r when the noun referred to 
is feminine singular. Its allomorph -n is used in all 
other cases:
Noun Dcf.Noun Indef.
budurwaa "a girl"
saurayii "a boy"
samaarii "boys"
\  ' ' / /  
buduurai "girls"
budurwaa
saurayii
samaarii
buduurai
Noun Ref.
s.* s' »
budurwa-r
saurayi-n
samaari-n
buduura-n
All relative clauses and attributive adjectives 
and possessive modifiers (i.e genitives) are trans­
formationally derived from full sentences (cf Appendix B 
for relevant transformations);
46. (dookin ((da mu ka sayaa
the horse which we bought
47. (riiga( ((-r)Cr]jAudu)s)Mod)Hp 
Audu* s shirt,
48. (yaarinyaa (((kyakkyaawuyaa)^  ^ )Mod )Np 
a beautiful girl.
\1 2 0
The following tree diagrams give a representative 
selection of structures generated by the ho.se rules 
with a minimum of T-rules and morjihophcnemic rules 
assumed:~
PRED PKRQ
i
Pred
Prod>j
i'ense
Past V
Preni G-en
i\i oun
Audu
Audu
yaa
he
say;
buy
dookii ma sarkii 
horse for king
Audu yaa. sayaa ma sarkii dookii?
Has Audu bought a horse for the king?
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Neg PRED PHR
Pred
PRED PHR
ense V
rpRo i
Pred
13 00
arrive
nuu ADX 
we
Tense 
\
N. Prep NP
ba dookii 
not horse
saya dookii na sarkii 
buy horse for king
dookin da nu ka sayaa ma sarkii bai 'isoo ba
the horse which we bought for the king has not arrived
1 2 2
10
N
PRED PHR
VPux
I PRO! Tense V
ASP Prog
! /
Gen
\
V
NP
\
N
NP
PRED PHR 
Precl.A
AUX VP
V NP
V
1
I
N
tsoofii su naa sco tsoofii su shaa kunuu
old people they are like old p they drink kunuu
tsooiii su naa son shorn kunuu 
old people like drinking kunuu
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APPENDIX B 
TRANSFORMATTONAL RULES.
T1, T-AUXILIARY-PRONOUN DELETION
* t t v  - , A U a j-
A 0
S(
VUi- NP (PRO
1 2 3
1 2 0 5.
Conditions\ (i) 3 must be ‘third person
(ii) I must be either progressive or 
habitual.
This rule will optionally delete the pronoun part 
of the auxiliary when the tense is progressive or
habitual:
/ \ * •> ✓ N \ /” V ^ '
4 9* Audu ya naa zuwaa — y  Auuu naa zuwaa 
A u d u (he) is coning Audu is coming.
50w.mutaanee su kan zoo —  mutaanee kan zoo
people (they) habitually people habitually cone
come
T- 2 PR O N O UN AND TENSE P E R N DT ATIONs
SD: X (PRO TENSE) VLTy Y
1 2 3 4 SC: 1 3 2
Condition: Tense must be Future i»
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Tho pronoun and the tense marker obligatorily 
exchange places in the Future 1 tenses
u / V v '/ // - „
54 t Audu ya, zaa zoo — vui
/ N // v //• ^ •' ,.4u' . . *. .. .. i .
Audu zaa ya zoo -— Audu zai zoo "'(by later morphea- 
Audu will cone. phonemic rules)
T-3. T-RELATIVIZATION
SD: X (N S)NP Y
1 2 3 4 SC: 1 2 da 3 4.
Nouns can. be modified by full sentences 
embedded as relative clauses. The embedded sentence 
must contain a noun identical to the modified noun. 
The relativizer da tJwhich/whon joins the modified 
noun and the embedded sentence.
T4. T-ADJECTIVIZATION:
SD: X (Ni (N± Ad j Co p )s )m Od W '  Y
1 2“ 3 4 5 6
SC: 1 2 0 4 0 6.
A noun can be modified by a copular sentence whose
a.
subject must be identical to the modified noun and 
whose complement must be an attributive adjective.
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For example the NP dookii farii "a white horse,J has 
the following underlying structure;
11. SD; NP
Ni
PRED PHR
Compi Cop
Ad j 
i
dookii dookii farii nee
horse horse white is
T-RELATIVIZATION
1 2 . SC
dookii
horse
farii
white
T5. T-GENITIVIZ ATION;
SD: X (Ni (NP AUX da Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' Ki 7
SC: 1 2 - G L - 3 0  0 0 7 .
Nouns can bo modified a sentence with a 
possess/ive predicate which contains a noun identical
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( 1 )to the modified noun.
e.g. the NP dooki-n sarkii wthe king’s horse15 is 
derived from the following underlying structure:
13. SD: NP
ON,
PRED PIIRNP
PPAUX
NP
dookii sarkii ya naa da 1
horse king he is with dookii
horse
T-GENITIVIZAffiION
14. SC NP
N1 GL N
dookii -n 
horse of
sarkii 
the king
(1) Where this noun is abstract there are certain 
restrictions in the genitive which are beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
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T6. T--COMPLEMENTIZER PLACEMENT:
1 ceewaa 2 '3.
A full sentence can be embedded as an object 
of a verb that takes a sentential object or as a 
complement after a noun.(cf P.31)
T7. T-EXTRAPOSITION;
right of the predicate. This transformation is
obligatory with certain verbs especially those that take 
subjunctive complement subjects, (cf iP.?3£1))
T8 . T—PREP DELETION:
SDi X da (ceewaa S)1NJP Y 
1 2  3 4
SC: 1 0 3 4.
The preposition da Wwith,f in V-prep can be 
deleted optionally, (cf
SD: X (( S )Np Pred T)s 
1 2  3 4
SC: 1 0 3 2 4.
SentenJiql subjects are extraposed to the
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T9. T-COM? DELETION:
SD: X (ceewaa S)MP Y
1 2 3 4 SC: 1 0 3 4.
The complementizer ceewaa can he deleted, optionally 
in certain cases, obligatorily in otherse (cf ?*3§)
T10. T-EMPH ATTACHMENT:
(NP)
SD: ( Enph Particle X jypj Y)g
1 2 3 4 5
SC: 3 4 1 2 5.
The subject of a sentence can be emphasized by 
inserting an emphatic particle at its right. Similarly 
the VP, the object .and the various adverbials in a 
sentence can be emphasized:
52. fu.laa.nii kam, sun kaawoo naderaa ka.asuwaa jiya
bring milk
53. fulaanii sun kaawoo madaraa kasuwaa kam jiya.
54. fulo„anii sun kaawoo madaraa kam, kaasuwaa jiya
55. fulaanii sun kaawoo madaraa. kaasuwaa jiya. kam
all meaning the same thing viz s;the Fulanis brought 
milk to the market yesterday”, but with emphasis on the 
item dfcfthe deft ©f^the^mphcitic partible, kam-m > v:..
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T11. T-TOPICALIZATION:
SD: ( X NP Emph-Particle T)q
1 2  3 4 b
SC: 2 3 1 4 .
Any item which has been emphasized can be front-
shifod for extra emphasis:
S v \ ' \ \ ' •' *✓ ' / • v
56. fulaanii kam,sun kaawoo madaraa jiya 
57* madaraa kam, fulaanii sun kawoo (ta) jiya
- > X / >' Z'' ' • '' / /•
58* naVa kam. fulaanii sun kaawoo madaraa.
"The Fulanis brought milk"
T12. T-Cop Emph:
SD: X (NP Cop)S Y
1 2 ' 3 ' 4 5
SC: 1 3 4 2 5.
The predicate of a copular sentence can be 
front shifted for emphasis:
/  ■, / s s S  y \ , *• s y \  v /  v
59. Audu sarkii n e e  y* sarkii nee Audu
Audu is a king a king is Audu.
Parsons’ B-Type sentences arc actually copular
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sentences which have undergone this kind of transformat­
ion. For example the sentences
a&Ptw madaraa (nee) fulg.an±i .*su*ka kaawoo 
it was milk that the Fulanis brought,.
has the following underlying structures
17. SD
PRED PHR
S Prod
PRED PHR CoeidINP Cop
NP
AUX VP
PRO Tense NP
Tabu fulaanii sun kaawoo Tabu madaraa nee
something F the;y bringsomething milk is
T-Cop Empn
Pred,
a QV'ITI
II
NP
N
I
madaraa
milk
a r> ■>■> ^X-1
nee
is
N.
, i
NP PRED PHR
? r\br
something TT A J X
fulaanii
Fulanis r^iUX
sun
they
I T
VP
V NP
v
kaawoo f ahu 
bring something
T-Relatiwization (and other relevant transformations) 
will then apply on the embedded sentence (S9) to give 
the following derived structures
/ / / \ s \ * \ \ \ X •' / / /
61. madaraa nee 1abin da Fulaanii su ka kaawoo
milk was the thing which the Fulanis brought.
Then the copula nee and the modified noun together 
with the relativizer da are deleted by a later trans­
formation I to produce 60.
f 4
1 3 2
T13. T~Cop Deletion
SD: X ( NP Compl Cop)s Y 
1 2 3 4 5
SC: 1 2 3 0 5.
The copula can be deleted optionally normally in 
answer to word questions:
62. sunaa naa. Audu nee ~— •“>  sunaa naa Audu 
name my Audu is nPJlie is Audu.
TK. T ~ N 0 MIN A LIZ/.T10N  ^:
SD: X (( NP AUX V Y ))Np 
1 2 3 4 5 6
Cs 1 0 0 4 r 2 5,
NOM
This rule transforms sentences into NP’s (cf P.72)
T15. T-NOMINALIZATIONo;
SD: X (( NP AUX (V(da)N')vp Y)g)Np Z
1 2 3 4 5 6
SC: 1 0 0 4 CL 2 5 6
This rule operates on sentences containing single 
transitive verbs to turn tnon into nominaJLs. (cf 1.81)
T-16. T-Rl 
SD?
SC?
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!L NOMINALIZATION:
X ((Nrl AUX (yi)y NP2)g)Np Y
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 I da 6 .
£NOM
This rule operates on all types of sentence 
containing verbal predicates, (cf P.82).
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APPENDIX C
A List j&f Representative Sample of Verbs with 
Their Different Complementation Possibilities:-
r  ~  '
j 4-ceewaa 
1 -4- Subjunctive •
bukaaci to need 
tiilasta to force
guji to avoid
yarda to agree
tsamnanci to anticipate
cCaarara to be anxious
daagee to insist
neemi to seek
wajabta to be necessary
!
I
-ceewaa 
-Subjunctive -
cfaukaa to assume
zataa to think
kaddara to will
saa to cause
nuf a to intend
•fceewaa 
— Subjunctive
gaya
kanaata
luura
bayyanaa
tab "bat a
j addada
f aliimta
riska
tuna
karfafa
ambata
to tell
to behove' 
to notice 
to explain 
to be certain 
emphasize 
to realize 
to cimprehend 
to remember 
to empasize 
to mention
-ceewaa 
-*-Sub junctive
hana to prevent
f iya to be able to
gaya to ask
kamata to behove
soo to like
kii to dislike/refuse
cn
 < V-> P o Q to regret
wajaba to be necessary
APPENDIX D.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS:
ADV Adverbial
Adv Adverb
Excla Exclamation
Part Particle
Stat Stative
Man Manner
loc Locative
Compl Complement
Comp Complementizer
Cop Copula
CL Genitive link
P.P Past Participle
PP Prepositional Phrase
Prep Preposition
ASP Aspect
Trog Progressive
Rewrite as
Rewrite as 
* Ungrammatical
(X)y X belongs to the category Y
" X “I
+Z I X has the feature Z 
(X) X is optional
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X or Y
High tone 
Low tone 
Long -a vowel
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